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Summary
The acceptance test data package for the flight model power supply
was reviewed and the data compared to the relevant specification.
The power supply was found to be within specification. The flight
model power supply is suitable for integration into the flight
Thematic Mapper system.
Output Voltage Regulation
The power supply output voltages for the primary and redundant
supplies are tabulated in the appended data. The data ranges
from a low temperature of 30°F to a high temperature of 131°F.
The input voltage range is -from 23V to 35V; 23V data is also
included. Power supply regulation in general is good..
The appended data shows certain voltages outlined. These represent
telemetry levels which exceed the allowable maximum voltage level,
5.1 volts. These exceedences occur only when the power supply
output windings are open circuited. This does not create a problem
for operation of the system and is the same as was encountered on
the engineering and protoflight systems.
The telemetry output for the outgas system also appears out of
range (too high). This occurs because the outgas winding of the
power supply is not loaded, except in the outgas mode. The outgas
voltage and"its telemetry output will be within specification when
the outgas winding is loaded.
Output Voltage Ripple
Output voltage ripple was examined and found to be within speci-
fication.
To: J. L. Engel HS236-7333
Date: 9 Februarv 1932 ORIGINAL PAGE IS page 2
OF POOR QUALITY
Efficiency
The power supply efficiencies are tabulated in the appended data
paces. This data indicates that the power supply exceeds its
minimum requirement for efficiency, 70%, under all operating
conditions.
Overvoltaoe Protection
The power supply is designed to "turn-off" in the event of over-
voltage. The input bus may not exceed 3d ~2 volts. An examination
of the appended data indicates that the power supply meets this
requirement.
Undervoltace Protection
Drive to the power supply maxiswitcher and miniswitcher are re-
moved when the input bus voltage urops below 19 j;l volt. The
power supply meets the requirement as indicated by the appended
summary of test data.
Telemetrv
The output voltage telemetry for open circuit and picture mode
voltages are presented in the appended data. The SMA +7 volt,
Radiometer logic, CDVU logic and outgas heater telemetry voltages
exceed the 5.1V saturation voltage in the spen circuit configuration.
This same condition existed for the protoflight, and engineering
model supplies. This condition poses no problems for normal
operation; during troubleshooting a certain amount of information
would be lost.
Impedances
The requirements for minimum impedance levels between returns were
met in all cases.
Turn-On Requirements
The power supply turn-on requirements were sset in the following
manner. The system was turned on into internal standby, approxi-
mately 42 watts, at a bus voltage of 23 volts and a temperature of
-25'C. The system was allowed to warm up to 0°C at which time it
was turned off and then back on into a full picture mode load.
The flight model power supply (both primary anci redundant sides)
meets the recuirement for turn-on.
li
*•» ':is?. •
To: J. L. Engel










The input current protection circuit was adjusted and measured as
a part cf the flight model power supply acceptance te.sting. The
set point is a function of input voltage ana is tabulated in the
appended data for both the primary and redundant supplies.
.Turn-On/Off Transients
The requirements for rate of change of current imposed on the
input bus is a result of turn-on and turn-off of the power supply
anci was verified to be within the requirements imposed by the
aesign specification.
Conclusions
Tne power supply, both primary and redundant sides meets the re-
quirements imposed upon it by the relevant specifications. It
snouid be noted cliat the design specification needs to be updated
to include a change, agreed upon in 1981 and incorporated into the
test specification, to change the SMA ±.29 volt range to 29.5 ^1.5 vol*
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10.4 Performance test - Long Fora
 x








LINE VOLTAGE: 25. /5 TOLIS
DESCRIPTION
DVH SWITCH
POSITIONS LIMITS PRDHRY REDUiaiANT
5.10.1.1 Calibrate cad gen
5.10.2.1 Input bus current
5.10.2.2 XEX. output voltage




S26-3, S27-1 30.0 +0.907
S26-3, S27-12 3.55 40.40A
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'• C 2.12.*
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10.4 Parftigaapc* eaat feeottaoad)












































































































































































5.10.4.7.1 Band 6 + volt, telemtry
5.10.4.7.2 Band 6 -
5.10.4.8.1 SMA Htr +
















































SMA Htr + i


















S26-3, S27-11 mV r 10 • Ao^ia
S26-3, S27-12 mV 4- 10 «• Asps











.S26-8, S34-1 mV r 0.5 - nA









10.4 gerfotrance test (continued)
BVH SWITCH H»0 3 8 K



















S26-8, S34-3 aV -f 0.402 « a4
S34-4 vN ? 0.402 - mA
S34-5 V r 0.1 « Amps
S34-6 EV -f 0.402 » nA
S34-9 aV •§• 0.5 » oA
S34-10 aV -f 0.5 » M
oA
?
Elactromech. load current S26-8, S34-11 aV ~ 0.402
Bus power tupply voltage







5.10.5.2.3 PIN (Section 5.10.5)
5.10.5.2.4 P1N (Section 5.10.3)
5.10.5.2.5 PUJ (avg)
5.10.5.2.9 Input current at current limit
Input voltage ct current limit
MUX voltage at current limit





















10.4 gerfonnance teat (continued) FEB ° 3
ftEF. PARA. DESCRIPTION
D7M SWITCH
POSITION'S Lmrrs- PRIMARY REDONE
5.10.6.1
5.10.6.2
+7V outpuc pulsed S26-2, S27-7
(S27-8 for RDT)
7.10*0.807 **7i //
Photograph of transients induced on input bua current and SKA +7V
output voltage as SMA +7V output is being pulse-loaded-PREMARY SIDE
<•- ;>\*.&:'&<'^ :-\&
-•: , ^^ -^^ •.^•••^'t^ ^^ '^ .'h-t; .^\4v'^




5.10.6.2 Photograph of transients induced on input bus current and SMA +7V




--_• -.;'.. ,'*•'•"•.•'•• '-v'•-.-••'•-x ;" ••












10.4 Peyforaance CesC (continued)








5.10.6.2 Photograph of tranaienta induced on Input bus current and SMA +7V
output voltage as SMA +7V output is being pulse-loaded-RZDiJNDANT SIDE
U: '-£*" ••|2^ 1^ SSLi3S12^ k3^ ^SlSiSiii
- . - ->?".•:••• >s, •:»':-;'&t^ j.&i--' :-$*-^-irjtfKTzs;-^.
:• •. .--•-=-•;'-•?•:•i'4--:-rf-:v-'^", 5 ./-f.-• :i-;>:•.•-".,v^i





5.10.6.2 Photograph of transients Induced on input bus current and SMA +7V
output voltage as pulse-load is being removed-REDDNDAOT SIDE






























SMA -fTV load current-
pulsed




I (200uS) SWEEP RATE;
'* Using 0.1-&-.ahunt and
100 saV/Piv on eeope
5.10.6.6 Fhotograph of transients induced on input bus current and SKA +7V load
current as pulse-load is being removed-PRIHARY SH5E
(LA)^SMA CDBRENT/DIV:








10.4 Parforaanee teat (continued) FEB " 3 !S82
HEP. PABA.
_PgSdIPTIOH
5.10.6.6 Photograph of transiesits induced on input bus current ead SKA + 77
load current as SHA + TV output IB being pulse loaded - BEDONDAHT SIDE
»^rrf¥t4R^-p?
s =i-'|?-;v'lp--- ••fc^yt^^fr-: :<
z~^& C^A^a L^> r^gj L l^: ;£a t—i:;.'-^ ;^^ .^  •,




100 aV/Biv os oco^a.
Svfe
5 10 6 6 Photograph of transients induced on input bus current sad SMA •*• TV
load current as pulse-load is reasoved - REDUNDANT SIDE
.>.- =-:.• .-4..;v «-•? t-^lp-^:fe«; ;*^ '^^ '" i^
\ :~~: Tft-^n^fT^k^r^M^r i^ttw^-'l
^C^^ ^^ ^CTMSli^,'. ": j ./TF'^pf ^^^y^n'^^ frsmv^mf
••• - • vi^ .^ i ^ feiilyJ^^^^ 1
r^^^Z^i^;-:™^^4^^^^^
f '  .-y^awttaw
.--.,- 4>7 ^ - * :;?^ ..fe|h;-;.fc;4'""^ i
















5.10.7.1 Photograph of reflected input current rippla - PRIM&RY SIDE
(1mA)
(lOuS) SWEEP RATE:




J.iu.o.i.i ujpnt current - full load szo-t,
(S27-4 for RDT)




5.10.S.I.3 Photogrnnh of crsBSienco Indosced on input bo« cusiant asd analog •* voltage aa
anal OR outsat is eoabled - FitTT^JT? JUJS . _ ...
(SOOnS) s«EEP SATE
5.10.8.1.3 F-iotograph of transients induced on Input bus current and aralog •*• ^olt^ge as






10. U ?«rf=r=8T)ce test (coattsued^
TS 16603
IB Sasa&ba? U80
5.10.8.1.3 T^ccsgraab of transients iaduced on ingat tea cuti&ss
voit«ge as analog ourpur 1* «s&sl«d - SSSSi&ST SOS.
(SCOuS)
clcage is. aoalog
sti induced oc izput bos current asd jsnalog •* oocpuf
;ut is cisablad - 2E2CIC&S? S3S.
'' ' ~ -~~ . •-. •' '• -.. " - ,-j ''I' '••!'•""'J-H' : -n1"1* 1>. - •""';'"












5.10.8.2.1 Input bua current v/o SMI S26-1, S27-2
+7V load (S27-A for HDT)
5.10.8.2.2 Photograph of transients induced oa input bua current and*





5.10.8.2.2 Photograph of transients induced on input bus current and 5MA 4>7V output
voltage as SH& -t-7V is disabled - PSIH&B7 SIDE.
•I1
T^q^ TW^ i^^ vrTc^ rT?;?^ ^












fEB «• 4 Q82
5.10.8.2.2 Photograph of transients induced on input bus cnrrsnr and SMA +7 ouicptre




5.10.8.2.2 Photograph of transients induced on input bos current and SK& +7V output
voltage as SMA 4-7V is disabled - REDUNDANT SIDE
'.,*."•'• ^'fvy'r<:>''y^ '»7-f-^ 'yL^ r'*.m^ iWUP - rtJ-.M-^ y^ ia!".-n '• +;,rtvM'-j''il~-^ j^ Ttc.'--g-.M7^ .-v^ ;-tfli
.^ .^ a^5:^S2g^f?^i!ll^i;A:S|
• • •• :^ **^ ~«~J±rrr^ ±^ *Su*:4^^ ^





















5.10.8.2.4 Photograph of transients induced on input bua current and SKA







'Photograph of transients induced on input bus current and" SKA "+29V ontput
voltage as SMA ^29V is disabled - PRdARY SIDE
:•' '•''-''jf.S^ J^V*W^?^!^1^^
' ' '' if ' '•'-"-—--—^ •^ -^ -.i-wt.^ .Mtaf.^ .o^ .atuij-T- ?~ r Jl-_- ~ ••;
• • " " -
: :




' ' ' ' ^
(2V) VOLTAGE/DI7:












5.10.8.2.4 Photograph of transients induced oo input but current and SH& +29V output




5.10.8.2.4 Photograph o£ tranaleats induced on input bus current and SM& +29V output
v»lta&e as +;297 is disabled - BEDUBDAHi: SIDE
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Performance teat (continued) ceo n » „,«»
DVM SWITCH
DESCRIPTION POSITIONS LIMTTS
Input bus current S26-1, S27-2 1
v/o CDVU load (S27-4 for RDT) _. ..











5.10.8.3.2 Photograph of transients induced on input bus current and CDVU output
voltage as CDVU is disabled - PRIMARY SIDE
;:•--.-.-JK.V- ..-•• • .^ V-=^ «*-:g^ K|tk^ U^ j^;-.'^ : v^^ S
. '
 1













«: 10 a 3 2 Photograph of tranatents induced on input bus current and CDVU output






5 10 8 3 2 Photograph as transients induced on input bus current and CDVU output













10.4 Performance teat (continued)
FEB031382
DESCRIPTION
5.10.9.1 Photograph of tura-off transient of input bus voltage and laput bua current








Photograph of tura-off traosianc of Input bos voltaga end Input bus curreme




























Photograph of turn-on tr&nslant of bus voltage and current aa ON cctraond
la iiouad - PRIMARY SIDE
<5V) VOLZA'GE/DIV:
<3A> - CORRENT/DIV:_^^^/i
ClOOmS) SWEEP RATE: /^>gaJk
5.10.9.3 Photograph of turn-on transient of bus voltage ®nd current as ON coasnand
is issued - REDDNBAM: SIDE
-';.'- .^^TSf^^ K-; . x:
•- ' •-•raL'-.i-,.'- ..y:ffl'^.rg; -.'.














5.10.9.4 Photograph of turn-off transient of input bus voltage and current as OFF
command is issued - PRIMARY SIDE
sa-
gs
5.10.9.4 Photograph of turn-off transient of input bus voltage and current as OFF
cotcaand is issued - REDUNDANT SIDE
.,; •:.;-; v'; ."£*•'£ £^ v^.->^r-*:i^-;,.4fe'•/:;,.;£.• -^ .^ ., :i,c:?si:
































Record that DDT turns on. (Checkmark)
Input bus current AFTER
it reads ~ 17A AND input
bus voltage reads — 21V.
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5.10.11.1 Bead !•* output voltage




5.00 JJ. 6 T 3- f






















































































































































Oucgac - ourput volraga





















































 18 December 1980
WtASUREMEOT
PRIMARY REDUNtAXT
5.10.13.1 Input current toloEotry










Photograph of reflected input current ripple ia outgas aode — PRIMARY SIDE
. .• V r '• -If, •'„?.&;~; •-. •'• • -e!j>>r7fr5-r: ^fe'•'•
•. .''-- ,--»•';!*';^ ----•.;-; i>,--. -;; ;/;-Jfe?*!o.%?;
...--.- W^ ;:^*"^ "^ '' ' ^k'-^ f^e-^
CURRENT/DIV:
(ICtsS) $;,-££? RATE:




 •;- ^ ''"••• - --. •^ ••^ ^^ r-^ ^ C -." - * i- |^






10.4 Performance teat (continued)
SWITCH




5.10.15.1.1 Input current with CDVU S26-lfe S27-2
off. (S27-4 for RDT)
5.10.15.1.2 Photogreph of input bus current cod CDVD output voltage as CB7D load




5.10.15.1.2 Photograph of input bus current and CDVTJ output voltaga as CK7TJ losd
is disabled - PRIMARY SIDE
. -• ^
1
^-'^ 5--^Ti',^ -^-'-j~ ^ •}] -, ii'-jf" ^J 2r. .. ' $' - i .V" -'- ^'r'.'-.^^-^-
." .. ---*• <£.!•- -••J.??;^1R—?5HmrB=SS;.^ i— t±~ri"*- ti'-V^.'•-••'••••".:"
(2V> VOLT&CE/DIV: 2- /
(200mA) CTJRS£yr/DI7; ? g C
C2nS) SWEEP 2ATS: "2
-93-












5.10.15.1.2 Photograph of input bus curreat and CDVU output voltage as CDVD load




5.10.15.1.2 Photograph of Input bus current isnd CTVO output voltage as CDVU load
ia disabled - REDUNDANT SIDE
4.'V-^ -'*v» i ^ . / £ ^ : A ^ ; ; V : ^
i^ ^^ i^ lE^
(2V)
(200nA)
















5.10.15.2.2 Photograph of input bus current and outgas voltage SB outgas load









5.10.15.2.2 Photograph of input bus current and outgas voltage as outgss load
Is disabled - PRIMARY SIDE
^-w-j^tj.wsw^a^-j^tikTaJri. --•• ' -iw'r* -- r
:—"~7*P!?"-iF3irf*?*"*7y—:-i. *.>'•« ^ -" • ~~-\&
-'• *• Wrrr-^T .^V.% P • -,'rf- ^ -^^^
(5V) VOLTAGE/DI7: ^
(2A> CURREOT/DI7:_
(2nS) SWEEP RATE: /
-95-
ifr- J-? o CR!S!NAl PAGE f3OF POOR QUALITY
F£fl o 3










5.10.15.2.2 Photot-sph of input bus current and outgao voltage as oatgso load
is diiablad - REEUNDA.VT SIDE
-^'-'''^ ^^ :!:^ '' c- j-v%^-jjj;r:_j

































SMA Htr -foutput voltaga S26-2, S27-5
SMA Htr -Moad current S26-8, S34-1
SMA Htr -output voltage S26-2, S27-6
SMA Htr -load current S26-8, S34-2
fflVU output voltage S26-3, S27-3
CpVV load current S26-8, S34-10
Parasitic output voltage S26-3, S27-9 (S27-10)





(5.10.16.5 x .5.10.16.6) I
•»• (5.10.15.7 x S.1Q.16.8> I













5.10.17.1 Photograph of input bus current end input bus voltaga





as is disabled - REDUNDANT SIDE









10.4 Performance teat (continued)
5.10.17.2 Unit stays off (check) i
Prlisary Eedundaac
5.10.17.3 Photograph of Input bus current and input bus voltage
as is enabled - PRIMARY SIDE
wiatat^ s.
' -'ifOT •"![ "ipi^ F^ f^ irrram
:v;-fe^ [,dkvJLd^ k^ifcjbvi
' ^V^ '^ ~i&—^ P^'^ lF^ f n '....~~!TZ.nlf^>--
,_'. - *. ,v..'. -< • j^ X^ j^ 'jt ;• '((' .- )^c^ s*J' Rp~'*p"''|E';.'&" ^ Jf-'1 ' 'vtj*1"'-"" -if
if' ' "r*'£ "''''ifc' •'" Jt"" • •'' - ~J XT' *"«•'''" 'r L~ > t['"- •1i't"'^: 'aj
(2V>- VOLIAGE/DXV: <-U
(2A) CUSEEST/DIV: '^ ff
(lOOsS) SWEEP RATS: 10.*'
5.10.17.3 Photograph of input bus current and input bus voltaga as
as is enabled - REDUNDANT SIDE-
l-
I
\sStetj m^^ -^W^ -^^ ^^ ^m  ;||
(2V) VOL1AGE/DIV: Jg,
(2A) CDREEirr/DIV: _^




10.4 Performance te3t (continued)
Rev B
18 December I*.
5.10.17.4 Photograph of input bus current and input bus voltage




(2V) VOLTAGE/DIV: C 1
(2&>-- CDRBENT/DIV: .j_/?










5.10.17.4 Photograph of input bus currant and input bus voltaga
_aa ia disablad - EEDUNDANT SIDE
(2V) VOLTAGE/DIV: ^>
(2A) CUREEOT/OrV: __%.













5.10.17.5 Record that UtJT operates (chackmairl:)
correctly.
5.10.18.1 Photograph of input bus current and MDX output voltage as MQX enable








(5V) VQLIAGE/DIV: £ l'
(SA) CTTRREftr/DI7; ^  ft
(20mS)SWEEP R&TE: /£/?
5.10.18.2 Photograph of input bus current and parasitic output voltage as parasiti'C"













,10.18.1 Photograph of input bus current and MDX output voltage as MDX enable
consaand is issued (all leads -are OH except oucgas) — REDUNDANT SIDE
(5V) VOIXaGE/DIV:
-<20nS) SWEEP H&IZ; -
5.10.18.2 Photograph of input bus current and MOX output vol£age «s^parasitic












& . ... •~tIMITS
5.10.18.4 TJod«rvoltags Trip Totnt £26-1,327-1 18.0->i 507
(OH/OFF) _(S27-3 for 8DT)
. 5.10.18.5_. '^ JtJT otaye "OFF
(OTF/ON)
-5.00,^8.7 Ovarvoltaga
-5.10.18.8 ^DUT otayo OFF













f . • •1Sf
V
fKiG.'NXOF POC
10.4 Performance test - Lons»
TOnrrnTTrTKaT
IM-PROCESS








f EB 0 3 1982
S/N OO4
OR ACCEPX-HCE


























J~1 o * f





















































































































































































































16 • eac?ac ^olaig* S26-2,
f£ -*• oasauc ^oleaga S26-2.



























Outjas sutput voltage S26~3V
3us voltage S26-1,
»*-* " ^ '**
S27-S -^^  *^
S27-3 »^^ j£
527-4
 : ^^ «^
s27




fat 1ST) . ^ ^ /
S27-10 .sa^ o




 > ' *>527-9
 -- 7^^ <^
527-?. . X" /
S27-2 _ ^^L ««£L.
S27-3 ,.amj^i S
527




 t Hf^ '
527=4





5.10.3.2 MEX load current S26-3, 527-12
5.10.3.2 Sus current S26-1. S27-2
(527-4 far SIT)
5.10.2.2.: 3PS Voltage 526-i, S27-1
5.10.2.2.2 BPS Current S26-1. S27-2
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5.10.4.2.1 JSessJ 1 •«• volt, fcaleacry
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10.4 Performance test (continued)
RCT. PARA. DESCRIPTION
cam SWITCH
posmora LIMITS HEASTOEHEKTPREWAR? REDUNDANT
5.10.4.7.1 Band 6 + volt, teleatry
5.10.4.7.2 Band 6 •
5.10.4.8.1 SMA Htr +








5.10.4.14.1 Analog •+• volt, telentry
5.10.4.14.2 Analog - j
.10.4.15 Zlectrenech. 4*
V
5.10.4.16 Outgas volt, teleaetry
5.10.5.1.1 Analog + load current
5.10.5.1.2 MUX
5.10.5.1.3 Band 1 +










5.10.5.1.14 Band 6 -
••.10.5.1.15 SMA Htr +







S26-5, S28-9 . • ••
(S27-11 for RDT)
S26-5, S28-10








S26-3, S27-11 nV ; 10 • A=po
S26-3, S27-12 aV -r 10 - Anpa












S26-8, S34-1 mV -r 0.5 - aA









<S&* Cb* tifi&iWtfQ W t*£?
2Lfl^p»>22Jl'
<a<u po f!^

















5.10.5.1.23 Electromech. load current





















Input current at currant, lisait
Input voltage at current limit
MUX voltage st curreae




aff •£ 0.5 -
27-2


















+77 output pulsed S26-2, S27-7
(S27-8 for RDT)
7.10 40.80V
Photograph of transients induced on input bus current and SMA +77
output voltage as SMA +7V output is being pulse-loaded-PRIMARY SIDE
•t\ -




5.10.6.2 Ffaqtograph of transients induced on ioput bus osrrent sad SHA +77
output voltage aa pulsa-load on SMA +77 outputs; is being reaoved -
PRIHASY SIDE
.
•-T^ yj8- •^ ••;t'«S*^ s~g?%>V":.i..a-yyi „.••; TaFV;-^ 1..";,-; -t>.. • . •• ^ .?VjaB
^^ ii!^ M^;€v35iiai^ ^
•^^ ^^ .^ vj^ ;.;-.:^ --—-;^ .-.', .-^
• - •? ^ • - - ? • - - « . i • • , . ,• r - - - , . * .•
"* ""• * • ' '
 1
* " "''' " " " " ~ " " * * " ' "
s a
" * " ~
: r





OF POOR QUAi -TV






5.10.6.2 Photograph of transients induced on input bus current and SMA +7V
output voltage as SMA +7V output is being pulse-loaded-REDUNDANT SIDE






5.10.6.2 Photograph of transients induced on input bus current and SMA +77
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(S26-8, S34-5SMA +7V load current-
pulsed •
5.10.6.6 Photograph of transients'induced on input bus current and SMA +7V load
Curr*"'" IB SMA 4-TV nxrniir 1e Kol'no mil o«»lna/4a<4—PBTMABT SIDE
' "XB9 s^/Blv ©a
5.10.6.0 Photograph of transients Induced on ioput ius current sad SMA -fTV load










v ;'v"^ it-:.j^ ;"V ^ ••/^ •••.-•-.'H
'
i


















100 o^ /Div oa oeopa.
5.10.6 6 Photograph of transients induced oa laput bus current and SMA •*• TV
















j.10.7.1 Photograph of reflected input current ripple - PRIMARY SIDE
(InA) CURBZNT/DIV:











Photograph of transients induced on input bus current and analog + voltaga as
analoe output is enabled - PBHKVR7 STOE . • - . ..
f C.D
'(2V) VOLTAGE/DIV: *Z I/
(1A) CUBB£OT/DIV: f ft
(SOOuS) SHEEP RATE:
5.10.8.1.3 Photograph of transients induced on input bus current and analog -4- voltage as
















5.10.8.1.5 Photograph of transients inducsd on ls?ot b«a CCBTBSC sad analog + ecepuc




3.10.3.1.3 ?>.ctograph of craasiaots induced oa iaput bua c*^ rrsat ssd anaioa - output
vsltagc -ss analog oucpu: is disabled - 3Z3ntQ&K7 SIDE.
-
 : . : . .
"'"'"-- '' -
r















5.10.8.2.1 Input bus current u/o SMA S26-1, 327-2
+7V load (S27-4 for BDT)
5.10.8.2.2 Photograph of transients induced on input bus current and SMA +77 output
SIDE.
U®'^:•:'•';"]•&'*£&-&••?:'-:& 'VX^ v ;^ $





5.10.3.2.2 Photograph of transients induced on input bus current and SK& •4-77 o'utpiic"
voltage as SMA +77 is disabled - PREJARY SIDE.
if A ..X^^ t^f^ V^^ f^^
fele-i^  -SpJifiii '^ 3
'•
•.-*.
i" " -;jV- • i"*'"';~'
(2V) VOLTAGE/DIV:
(U) CURREyr/r>T7: __. 2
3 1/
(2nS) SWEEP RATE: S*(3d>t»o-e.
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10.4 Performance teat (continued)
•ET. PAHA. DESCRIPTION
TS 16603
£vC ,'W December 19
j.10.8.2.2 Photograph of transients Induced oc input bua current 'and SMA +7 output






10.8.2.2 Photograph of transients induced on input bus current and SMA +?\ output



































«^d SMA •f29V output





(ItaS) _ S^EP 8&BE: Z.^
5.10.8.2.4 'photograph of transients induced on input bus current and SH& +29V
voltage as SM& t29V is disabled • PRIXftRY "
output
^.-'^ j'-^ '^--1i'^ > '^^ i^^*^"--'-t''i'J'''J^^
(2V) 70LIAG2/DI7:
(0.5A) CORREOT/DIV; .










.10.8.2.4 Photograph of transients induced on Input bos current and SKA +29V output
voltage as SMA +29V is enabled - BEDDNDAKT SIDE
. .A) COBBESX/DIV: *'
(LaS) S8JEEP E&2E: «/
5.10.8.2.4 Photograph of transients induced on input bus current and SM& 4-297 output
voltage as £2SV is disabled - BEDUUDAUT SIDE
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-vOSflF "
J5F. PARA, DTK SWITC3 MEftSUSEMBTT
:Y REDDNDA
5.10.8.3.1 loput bus ettrreat S26-I, S27-2
w/o OVff load CS27-4 for RDI)
5.10.8.3.2 Photograph of transients induced on input bus curreat and CDVD ontsut
voltage as CDVC ^s enabled - PSJMasy SIDE
;m2 1/
SHEEP BAXE:
,10,8.3.2 Photogrsph of transients induced oa iaput bos current and CDVO oatput
voltage as CD7U is disabled - P&ffi&SY SIDE
V'"V^;';\\';'^ iv^.T> '^?>'Vs''^ -^" '^-f^
'i'" : '^ -^ iiSjriSiii^ i^;^ ''' *' '-rf.-ji'w"'^ . ;I..;"?? •;-':.;-".t?'-'? ^
• • • ,
 ; - - • - r - > -





















," - * " • " " ' • ' : • » ""••; ' "> . ' . - "-> ' -*"""* i^ -•'•.'*. • •."*„-". '•" ~ ' - ' V • "*-"""-'"**' Vj'
. . :.- ;'. '-~?xf '•:".••;."'J^V'T!' >§".''""5':'-•.."v*';";-'?'.'-'c•?'-." !":"';\.l
"'
 :
--iV^, ---J1^-^^-^^A^.^"^:i^-:r^^. '--.'V'.".'- ^
- • v ^-<- -' -^ -••"••'r -' .'v-V -ri-' -;.-F;. '-i . •• ' . • •••- ' -v .v^/ ;-:• - 3















5.10.9.1 Photograph of turn-off transient of input bus voltage and input bus current




Photograph of turn-off transient of input bus voltage and input faua corraait
&s bus voltage is reached - EEDUHDAHT SIDE
rV *-P' -' .-" " ,',.'• •' ^--"u/'l^"*"" ' '"t ';>(*'••'.••-'""••,' .' -,^5T''_'•'-_'-'-'* JC""^  ^A-J'-**"* "-^ "~"''i V".: *C"" — "v' ^"^^
" •• "--"^ j^TT Tjt^C^i .S^iSO^^f^idV.'r"-^; ^•^•- '^"'^ ^v^ '^^ MPT*'1- «^r"r^H^l"-- *5T"-a,v-* •** tij
X:^ ""'"-;*: ^ ^^rt;-'''"^^w;"?"'",\"^ V-^ ""^ :;-!


























Photograph of turn-on transient of bus voltage and current as ON ccanand
ix issued - PKQ&R7 SIDS
VOLIA^/DI7:_,^lZ.
(lOOaS) SK2EP EAXB:
5.10.9.3 Photograph of turn-on transient of bos voltage and current as ON ccsazand
is issued - BZDUNDAHT SIDE




v'-Jf^L^. ^ ••^ p.f^ K'''.--lt:';'^ -.::^  *1F .• n.,- .^ W.'"*
-^r5?"-^;if'^ :l '^'? fr- *J^-"^^'eW---'-^r' ."'-''F'^ih^"1




(IQOmS) S^ EEP RATE:
I , -86-
fc
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10.9.4 Photograph of turn-off transient of input bus voltage and current na C/7




5.10.9.4 Photograph of turn-off transient of input bua -/oltage aad current as OFF
command is issued - REDUNDANT SIDE



































Record that UUT turns on. (Checkmark)
Input bus current AFTER
it reads — 17A AND input
bus voltage reads ~ 21V.





























































































































Saac" If' output voltage £26-1, £27-5








J 3- f f £27-10
aa^d <** output voltagt £25-1, £27-11
-89-









JEPSmOHS .^ LUSTS gBE&BT ^BdmAHS



























































































































Outgas - TH output
Bus voltage
5.10.12.2 Input bus current
5.10.12.3 SMA. Htr + output voltage
5.10.12.4 I Htr -f ripplo
5.10.12.5 I Htr - voltaga
5.10.12.6 SKA Btr - ripple
5.10.12.7 OTTO voltage
5.10.12.8 CDVTJ ripple
v5.10.12.9 Outgas - output voltage
5.10.12.10 Outgaa - output ripple


































jgiS&ay. ^  pjaamMST







































Photograph of reflected input current ripple in outgas mode — PRIMARY SIDE
|,«£^,:^,.:: i...->^ &£*3^ $
v-^ j^ Mm^ m^ M^ i^ ^^
£•:: v'- y^ J^^ lB^ JfiaSfi^ ^^ S^ .v.-*:f '•-. '-fW- "- T" y 'ISrrj^ B*:;slK F^?l^2aB*lteP*'g>f;BlV3^ ^^  rr* •'-';.
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5.10.15.1.1 Input current with CDVU S26-1, S27-2
off. (S27-4 for RDT)
5.10.15.1.2 Photograph of input bus current and CDVU output voltage as CDVU load
is enabled - PRIMARY SIDE
ft -^^^fvJ^^^f- ;f;;: -: v^
« ^^Xy^^^-ag^^-Vi- f'.'.; i^i'.JKi^
w'^ ^^^St^ ^^
(2V) VOLTAGg/PIV:
SHEEP RATE: -f to
-.10.15.1.2 Photograph of input bus current and CDVU output voltage as CDVU load














5.10.15.1.2 Photograph of input bus current and CDVU output voltage as CDVO load
is enabled — REDUNDANT SIDE




5.10.15.1.2 Photograph of input bus current and CDTO output voltage as CDVU load








10.4 Perfqrganee.test Ccoqtlnued) rtb u o s
TS 16603
Rev B
-v 18 December 1980
. PAHA.
5.10.15.2.1 Input bus current wltfc S26-1, S27-2
outgo* disabled (S27-4 £ot
5.10.15.2.2 Photograph of Input boa current and outgas voltage as outgo* load
is enabled • PRJB&EX SIDE
- . -
i>-' ;-".-^ vi>-'.v«l;i-:-~^ ^^ 4^ ,^ ^^ jJ^ 7^ 5^ -:ri!'T?
'
:i----s'!O ;:---L ^ -/^ •^/•"''•• •:f^'-'.<'' 'V •'v*':-"v">i';.r\-.'r'•'.-'
•'".-.; ?M7;^  -^ ?^ >^ j^rf^ r^ 3^ ,:r^ -V^  ."*








r -: :.-.;'".-'s^**!"--v'iif'--- • ' • -















j.10.15.2.2 Photograph of input bus current and oatgaa voltage aa outgaa losd




5.10.15.2.2 Photograph of input buB cnrreat and outgas voltage so cotgas load
is disabled - RZDOSDANT SIDE
• . '•' -'''•'^ s!^ **-^ '^"'''''^

































SMA Btr -tcutput voltage S2&-2, S27-5
SMA Btr *load current S26-S, S34-1
SMA Btr —output voltage S26-2, S27-6
SMA Btr -load current S26-B, S34-2
output voltage S26-3, S27-3
load current S26-8, S34-10
Parasitic output voltags S26-3, S27-9 (S27-10)





+ (5.10.16.5 x 5.10*16.6)
* (5.10.15.7 x 5.10.18.8)













5.10.17.1 Photograph of input bus current and input bus voltage
as is disable - PREI&2X SIDE
5.10.17.1 Photograph of input bus current and
as is disabled - BEDUHDANT SIDE
70LI&GE/DIV: I/
CDBSEOT/DI7: Z











10.4 Performance test (continued)
5.10.17.2 Unit stays off (check) ^FR 031382
Primary Redundant
5.10.17.3 Photograph of input bus current and input bus voltage
as is enabled • PRIMARY SIDE
r ,"v>'. &i:¥^^ -^i-'--?ul'S:MML::^ ::'i3:;2SM
f,- ''''^l^::.;i^^t2^JLit^[^^(k^^UL^JLiSkh^l|
:.- :-V--*y'-3 ..--*v-f -v^::'1^;4 v ^,VT* v--;3






5.10.17.3 Photograph of input bus current and input bus voltage aa






















10.4 Performance test (continued)
5.10.17.4 Photograph of input bus current and input bus voltage




•:' ^.,;^rL'^ V3fea:^Li.-^uCi=;^ Ej2J2!a^^^^k^^-^f^<^
(2V) VOLXAGE/DIV:
<2A)-- CTSEEHT/DIV: Zs$
(lOaS). SWEEP RATE: Jg^JL.




















Record that UUT operates
correctly.
(checkmark)
Photograph of input bus current and MDX output voltage as MDX enable
conmand is issued (an loads are ON except oucgas) - PRIMARY SIDE
(5V) VQLI&GE/DI7; S* I/
(5A) CURREHT/DI7; S iQ
RA1E:
5.10.18.2 Photograph of input bua current and 'parasitic 'output voltage as parasitic"
enable command is issued (all loads are ON except outgas) — PRIMARY SIDE
(5V) VOLTAGE/DIV:
(5A) CURRENT/DIV: ^  tf
(20mS) SWEEP RATE: 2l*» 5
7f
10.4 Performance teat (continued)
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.10.18.1 Photograph of Input bua current and MOX output voltage as MDX enable




5.10.18.2 Photograph of input bua current and MCS outpnt voltage as parasitic
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10.4 Porforasnca fc»8t (eoatiaaaS)
-.4Sra SHITS
BET, .?ARA, .pffCTOTS" sosmoas
5.10.18.4 rSodervolt«go Trip ?olnt -S26-1, 327-1 18.0
(OH/OFF) 4S27-3 for SOT)
5.10.18.5 OUT atayt OFF • t^ *^
DATE
5.10.18.6 tluteirvoltAget S*lp ?Aint "326-1, "S27-1 T9.0 &1.SOV
(OFF/OH) (S27-3 for BUT)
5.10.18.7 Ovatvolsaga Irlp Point 326-1,527-1 38.0 + 2V
(S27-3 for B0I)
5.10.18.8 UDT rtayc OFF '
 H _ . . _ ,.
5.10.18.9 OUT turna ON "txX" •/
ORFGWAL- PAGf?
OF POOR
Appendix C - Part 3
Power Supply Performance Data









10.4 Perfonuance test - Long Form
PROTOFLIGHX
IK-PROCESS
J^*^ . OB. FLIGHT ^ . S/N CO £ TEMPERATURE:"*"''"^
3)*)$'
 m QOAL ^A/<$- , OR ACCEPTAHCE 6****"^






























DESCRIPTION POSITIONS LIMITS PRIMARY REDUNDANT
Calibrate cod gen — — ** *^
Input bus current S26-1, S27-2 ^Z^jTati/' .£.tr&**>
(S27-4 for - -
redundant)
MDX output voltaga S26-3, S27-1 30.0 40.90V 2ff.f3V J^Lfi.^
MUX load current S26-3, S27-12 3.55 40.40A I2>^*rt/ IT?. /JTS>
Section 5.10.2 requires only checking voltage .- indicate -by checkmarks.




























S27-7 ' ^ <iX^




S27-11 . . : . ^ _<X
S27-12 .._>X /X
r S27-12 ^ *^ -
S26-1, S27-11 __w Is





, S27-3 >/ IS
* j * - J






10.4 Ferfsrsanee cast ^ eoatitnuad)
i RET^SA.^^ ..- 3ESC?Igt30ir TCS3IOj?£
S.^O. 2.9.3 16 • Bsspot -roltag* S26-2, S27-4
5.10.2.9.4 £6 f esspos voleags S26-2, S27-3
'
* 5.10.2.10.1 SKi SIR t- output voltas* S27-5
: 5. 10.. 2. 10. 2
' 5.10.2.10.3






 5. ID. 2. 11. 2 +77
; 5.10.2.12.1 +297
.




5.10.2.12.4 SMA HSS +29V
5.10.2.13.1 3adisa«car
;
 5. 1C. 2. 13. 2 ' -Uiiaaetdr
5.10.2.14.1 C3TO
5. 1C. 2. 14. 2 CDVTJ
5.10.2.15.1 Aaslog *
.



























'• 5.10.2.17.1 Outgaa oucpot voltaga S26-3, S27-7
:; * 5.10.3.1 Bus vol=»ge S26-1, S27-1
'•
;
 (S27-3 for RDT)
.'i
i 5.10.3.2 MOX load current 32S-3, S27-12
,s
i 5.10.3.3 Sus current "S26-1, S27-2
1 ' (S27-4 for -RST)
i-*
^ 5.10.3.3.2 3PS Volcsge S26-1, S27-1
L S27-3)
^
'•-. 5.10.3.3.3 EPS Carrent S26-1, S27-2
I ' (S27-4)


























Mj^J ^Cf ^ «^«
/0t£!.f5*)&£31
y
•^e r^*" f\9 \t • /I .A^M/
•^y»QcV 3*f.f7"
^».^ c /aSJ?"






































































































































































TO : J-BZ 1SSO
5.10.3.12.1 ££& 4-237 «a£pst •eolsoge
5.10.3.12.2 Sm 4297 rippla '


















































































Tipple Seea ea Seopa <Q..07 pk«pk
' voltags
OfitC@3A OQCpUC T^^plO
Tzxput euii mat tele&stry

































Saad 4- S2&-4, S28-12 1
Sand 5,7* V














5.10.4.7.1 Band 6 + volt, teleatry
5.10.4.7.2 Band 6 -
5.10.4.8.1 SMA Btr +






































































S26-3, S27-11 m7 J 10 • Aapa
S26-3, S27-12 aV ••• 10 «* Amps












S26-8, S34-1 mV -f 0.5 - nA















_ «T. TARA. ggscRimos
OTM SOT7CB
posmoHS LDOTS







5.10.5.1.23 Electrooach. load current
5.10.5.2.1 Bu» power supply voltage
5.10.5.2.2 Bus input current








aW - 0.402 »
aV — 0.5 • a
aV *• 0.5 • m









PjH (Section 5.10.5) ,
PIN (Section 5.10.3)
PUJ (svg)
Input current at current limit
• Input -voltage at current lisdt
voltage fft current lisait



























+7V output pulsed S26-2, S27-7
(S27-8 for RDT)
7. 10*0. 80V 7.Q37
Photograph of transients induced ou input bua current and SMA +7V




5.10.6.2 Photograph of transients induced on input bus currant and SMA +7V
output voltage as pulse-load on SMA +7V outputs is being rctnovsd -
PRIMARY SIDE


























5.10.6.2 Photograph of transients induced on input bua currant aod SNA +77
output voltage as SMA +7V output is being pulse-ioadsd-REDUNDANT SIDE





5.10.6.2 Photograph of transients induced on input bus current and SMA +7V

























(S26-8, S34-5\SKA +7V load current-
pulsed
5.10.6.6 Photograph of transients Induced on Input has current and SMA +7V load




• • • - .~-»»e,--r'» «" w«.«5M«ABu«.oi a4ioucsa oa input bus current and SKA +7V load
current as pulse-load la being reiaoved-KUMAHX SIDE
i - -^ '^^ i -£ '~^ss<P$^^f~ ^



















10.& garfoBBsaea teat (continued)
SEP.
5 10 6 6 Photograph of transients inducod on Input bue current and SHA «• TV




 '*'-"!- -^ S '^li-v r:T'^F-^^%'
^-*-c^&,<ii^ r^^U^Sf/^ ^L^ f^eijCai.j:irfU^Sa'
wr~~~
''i£iiS'~~*v ~ ' -~,f'- -~\r: ?f--~if""'"^aSi—~TC''"'









5 10 6 6 Photograph of transients induced on input bus current and SKA •+• TV
load curreat ao pules-losd is rraaoved - REDUNDANT SICE
; 'Ml l^.~°*v:.~.*-Tr?r~r3t;-~- "fi-'-"-J?l^"'fr^rrf ~- 'Sf"'^?yf "~"';""'{"'~'^ afe.!
,Wte?/-:4i.-.fe$ •• ':f;-H^P*-4t::iif^f^lS1
t-'.I^Lrvjt...-. 'jg:^-Jt-l:,ii! ^ jL;LJt.-.r3livj!:-C^>:'vf |















5.10.7.1 Photograph of reflected input current ripple - PBTMARY SIDE
(1mA)
(lOuS)




5.10.8.1.1 Input current - full load S26-1, S27-2
(S27-4 for ROT)
5.10.8.1.2 Input current w/o analog Same
load
5.10.8.1.1 rr.occircph of transients induced on iapue bua current and
analog output it enabled - PRIK&KY SIDE
5.10.8.1.3 Thotograph of transients ' Induced on input

















5.10.8.1.3 ?iotagr*?n at transients induced ea input baa current and
voitagB aa eaaiog output it eaablad - KDOSDAJTC SIDE.
output
sss^s^^agSK^Si^ f^ci^ ^^Ssfl^ aii^ W
'
5 - 0 3 1 2 7>.cr=5ra3i-. :? transiasts iaducad on input bus currant one analog - outsu













5.10.8.2.1 Input bus current w/o SMA S26-1, S27-2
+7V load (S27-4 for RDT) '""*
5.10.8.2.2 Photograph of transients induced on input bus current and" SMA +7V output
voltage as SMA +7V is enabled - PRH3ARY SIDE.
i
5.10.8.2.2 Photograph of transients induced on input bus current and SM& *77
voltage as SMA +7V is disabled - PRU-I&RY SIDE.



















5.10.8.2.2 Photograph of transients iaduced on input bus currsue and SH& 4-7 output
volease as Sl-IA +77 la enabled - HEDIWDAHT SIDE
(57)
SUES? BATE:
5.10.8.2.2 Photograph of transtsnta induced on input bus current and SH& +77 output




•nvv^*'? r 7 s ? 3 C.T r3^ c~r^*"^ r-~"»t^p cs^m rrr1™-: e-^ -^ e *-^ r-r*7
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5.10.8.2.3 Input bus current w/o
SMA +29V load
S26-1, S27-2
(S27-4 for B.TT) .. . .
5.10.8.2.4 Photograph of transients induced on input bus current and SMA +29V output
voltase as SMA +29V is enabled - PRIMARY SIDE _
5.X0.8.2.4 of cr.asl^ s induce, „
voltage as SMA ±29V is disablea - PRIMARY
.• -^«_r-.r^r^^PfC"—"jL^~7^FT^j^^v^v7jp^~^fMV^:"^"~ '^ ;ir';\ ~7i^
'"
:
















10.4 Perforaanee ceat 'continued)
PARA. __ _ DESCRI7TTOH
5.10.8.2.4 Photograph of transients induced on input bKS current








MHiFPiSlK^ ^^ s^i^ Esa^
••'^  "L Atlf 1?pi^ C?:l/lfc5s^ «^ r^^ ^




5 10 8 2 4 Phocog-iph of tran3ients Induced oa input bus current and SKA +-29Voutput
' ' ' ' voltage as ±29V is disabled - REDUNDANT SIDE





10.4 performance test (continued!














'!*fc of transients induced oa input bus cnrrent and CDVTJ output
r




.10.8.3.2 Photograph of transients induced on input bus current and CS7U output
voltage as CDVT7 La disabled - FHIHAEY SIDE
^^^ .^^ ^^p^p^^• • > ' ' \^ .!sii^ i;jii^ g :^;^ ^ ^^y v;;§|
ii f--*.i&4Enfmnn**m_i. -——=1—aactt-.irM ij^j^iti.-.*-;L^,-. .i




»i*t fciii— •- '--
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5 10 a 3 2.10. B. . Photograph of transients induced on input bus current and CDVU output





5.10.8.3.2 Photograph aa transients induced on input bus current and CDVU output
voltage 83 CDVU is disabled - REDUNDANT SIDE
** I/ft -• ^ .y''^ ^^ "^''''''* "^""'*^*^^
f'^ '.y• -K#g£^^lilLJ£^ l^ilJ^S^ ^ ^Slfc2S E? 3 E^^3 --S^
|5raiS3^rtMftWlSK'r^^r~"^r^~J3-r^^p-^y^^S7^'^^r^^^rr~'^f-^c^
















5.10.9.1 Photograph of turn-off transient of input bos voltage and Input bos current
as bus voltage is removed - PRIMARY SIDE
.(530 -
COQaS) gam?. ,-lj *.
Photograph of turn-off transient of input bos voltage -and Inport bus-current
AS bus voltage is removed - REDUNDANT SID5
m
&
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Pbocogrsph of curn-era transient of bus volt*go and current so OR coamcud
is issued - PRIMARY SIDE
(SA) .
R&TS: n
5.10.9.3 F&otogrsph of turs-on transient of bus voltage sod curronc 00 ON coassasnd
10 Issued • aZUOHDMT SU32
f;-v. f&si B?~ ra.;: E a P&5 b




















Photograph of turn-off transient of input bus voltage and current cc OFF
consnand is issued - PRIMARY SIDE
<5V> VOLIAG2/DIV: 1^
(5A)
(lOzaS) SWEEP V \
Photograph of turn-off transient of input bua voltage and currant aa OFF





^F7 — • ' " '


















- - •• - '• •• •>• - . , - . . . . _
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Performance test (continued)
DVM SWITCH
DESCRIPTION POSITION'S LT^^S, PRIM&RY REXJBSB
Record S27-2 (S27-4) '.' .-/&?'&» fi& fji_ - V j. j
Record (S27-4 (S27-2) .»,. ^ ZiJ^aV f*f.**1.
Record S27-2 (S27-4)
''±v24.2^ -fEfe
Record that UuT turns on. (Cheictenark) ' . ' mVi • ^ '•—
Input bus current AFTER S26-1, S27-2 • '^ :; -/<£Q,^& fH&^
It reads ~ 17A AND input (S27-4 for RDT)
bus voltage reads - 21V.
Input bus voltage with S26-1, S27-1 "'' '3_Jyj?3__ -3v* Y j
17. OA load (S 27 -3 for RDT) ' • • -' '
Input currant telemetry S26-4, S28-2 . .-*"-^ ^^ . *jhMt
output (S28-4 for RDT)
Input current talemotry S26-4, S2S-2 ;._ . £*•?.',&£&'__ . -*s&»n
output (S28-4 for RDT)
Input bus voltage S26-1, S27-1 _± . P^W- . .'-KV^.
(S27-3 for RDT) "
Input bus current S26-1, S27-2 &&A VJ3ti
(S27-4 for RDT)
Input current telemetry S26-4, S28-2 "$t&l^ . %s$JL
output (S28-4 for RDT)
Input bus voltage S26-1, S27-1 ' .15.^  $£•&
(S27-3 for-RDT> • ' • —
Input bus current S26-1, S27-2 -'-^^22. ' /^•Q'
(S27-4 for RDT)
Input current telemetry S26-4, S28-2 "2»T> 3L£ "^ Sri
output (S28-4 for RDT)
Input bus voltage S26-1, S27-1 35.&/ SS.,PJ
(S27-3 for RDT)
Input bus current S26-1, S27-2 /4.7Z. yfc.Qj
(S27-4 for RDT)
Input current telemetry S26-4, S28-2 **$&•& Q &CLi
output (S28-4 for RDT)
Input bus voltage S26-1, S27-1 3^.*6 JS£*iJ
(S27-3 for RDT)
Input bus current S26-1, S27-2




















£.10.10.9 Irput correac ctleactry
oatput
l=?ur bus voltage
Input bus curr ant




















:. laput tus voltage



























































































































Parasitic output voltage S26-3, (S27-10
for RDT)


































10.4 Performance taot (continual
16603






























Outgas * TM output
Bus voltage










SMA Htr •»• output voltage









Outgas - surput voltage




































5.10.12.12 Parasitic output ripple Seen on Scope <900 aV pk-pk
-91-
r; - ORIGINAL PAGE ISOF POOR QUALITY















Input current tolematry S26-4, S28-2
(528-4 for ROT)







Outgaa output telemetry S26-6, S28-7
Photograph of reflected input current rlpplo in outgss mode — PRIMARY SIDE
fSlSfro^SiS^vP^
..«..: »
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5.10.15.1.1 Input current with CDVU S26-1, S27-2
off. (S27-4 for RDT)
5.10.15.1.2 Photograph of input bus current and CDVU output voltage as CDVU load





5.10.15.1.2 Photograph of input bus current and CDVU output voltage &a CDVU load
is disabled - PRIMARY SIDE
;- '«




""':-"-'.• '.^f -•"'•;.:" ' r."''"'":..C-. - ^ '•' :" : ''.'• ;S.i
(2V)
(200mA)
(2aS) SWEEP RATE: I
ORfGfNAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY





5.10.15.1.2 Photograph of input bus current and CDVU output voltage as CDVU load
is enabled - REDUNDANT SIDE
(27) -TOLTftGE/017:
5.10.15.1.2 Photograph of input bus current and CDVU output-voltage as CBVU load
is disabled - REDUNDANT SIDE
ft' ;•,-'•'- :•<--.: >'Mj-"'. '' v:f-•:'.-,,•••'"•'i-v^















0? POOR QUALITY ' TEST\S50,














5.10.15.2.2 Photograph of input bus current and outgas voltage as outgas load
±a enabled - FRIK&BY SIDE
(2A)
(laS) SH2E? RATE:
5.10.15.2.2 Photograph of irput bus current and outgas voltage aa outgas load
_ Is disabled - PBUIAEY SIDE

















5.10.15.2.2 Photograph of input bus current and outgas voltage as outgas load




5.10.15.2.2 Photograph of input bus current and outgas voltage as outgas load































SMA Htr +output voltage S26-2, 527-5
SMA Rtr -fload current 526-8, 534-1
SMA Htr -output voltage S26-2, 527-6
SMA Her -load current S26-8, 534-2
CDVU output voltage 526-3, 527-3
CpVU load current 526-8, 534-10
Parasitic output voltage 526-3, 527-9 (527-10)
Parasitic load current 526-8, 534-7
Input povet
(5.10.16.1 x 5.10.16.2)
Output power (Primary). Qiaduagflpg)
((5.10.16.3 x 5.10.16.4)
+ (5.10.16.5 x 5.10.16.6)
+ (5.10.15.7 x 5.10.16.8)















5.10.17.1 Photograph of .«npiit boa current «ed input bus voltage
u Is disabla - PRIEAST SIBS
^
5
*^^ *^^ ?^ ^




5.10.17.1 Photograph of Input bus current and tnpat bus voltage
as is disabled - REDUNDANT SIDE
L- .^: '^ a^a^^a^^^klfi^. :'^ ^^ '£,/', ^





10.4 Performance test (continued)





5.10.17.3 Photograph of input bus current and input bus voltage




5.10.17.3 Photograph of input bus current and input bus voltage as
as is enabled - REDUNDANT SIDE" •
•-°4M= l^s~^^
•IS^ MSSHHCIlilf
. Si™—,^ Tfv~ ,^;;c j^:^ ^p^~£i;;^ £ "^ jjos^
^Rriiiili^ iipt^










10.4 Performance test (continued)
5.10.17.4 Photograph of input bus current and Input bus voltage




5.10.17.4 Photograph of input bus current and input bus voltage
as is disabled - REDUKDAKT SIDE
f 1; :--3u;,,-iti'-^-J7i "3raFiri^ 3-^ji»j*j tv^AjJ c .-«>(n>* £ i^~*<3 t,x^-o L -^wT--3 LX- .^ v^J 5*^A^a
~«rr
rlia tzayiyLijM^ (27) -VOLX&GE/DI7:
(2A) CUSSEKT/DI7:
(lOrnS) SVEZr RATE:
ORDINAL PAGE IS <<SI>\ s
OP POOR WAUrV. : «g , I960
10.4 Performance teat (continued)






5.10.17.5 Record that HOT operates (checkmark)
correctly.
5.10.18.1 Photograph of input bus current_and MZDC output voltage as MDX enable






5.10.18.2 Photograph of input bus current and'parasitic'output voltage as parasitic" • "
anablo ccasasod is leauad (all .loads are OK except outgas) — PRIMARY SIDE
v-;:: I
(20nS) SVEEP RATE:







.10.18.1 Photograph of input bus current and MOX output voltage as MUX enable
consnand Is issued (all loads ace ON except outgas) — REDUNDANT SIDE
lippf-a
h.3u<»Mlf'rt-fferTir i :^ J£&.&^&v-^W^




j.10.18.2 Photograph of input bus current and MUX output -stoltage as parasitic
enable cosanand is issued (all loads are-ON except outgas) — REDUM3ANT SIDE"
.. _














5.10.18.4 Undervoltoga Trip Point §26-1. 627-1
(ON/OFF) XS27-3 fttf SOT)
5.10.18.5 UUT itaya OFF
5.10.18.6 Uodervoltage Trip Point
(OFF/ON)





















- , - ' • . . . - .
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HA , OR FLIGHT IS , S/N /9*9 */ TEMPERATURE :"^ *f J/ °^
//A , OUAL A^ , OR ACCEPTANCE «^*X^^


























































DESCRIPTION POSITIONS LIMITS PRIMARY REDUNDANT
Calibrate cad gen . . . . " i/r v
Input bus current S26-1, S27-2 ^.^2^/s^y O-^^^v.
(S27-4 for ••
redundsnt)
MUX output voltage S26-3, S27-1 30.0 40. 90V ^. ^Qy 1° • °~ V>
MUX load current S26-3, S27-12 3.55 j<).40A ??.gg./*»\/ ?^. t _ » ^ ^
Section 5.10.2 requires only checking voltage - indicate -by checkmarks.
/
_





















S27-6 - iX V -
S27-5 */ ^
S27-7 ~" S V
S27-7 ^ /
S27-8 */ J ,
S27-8 ^ / /'
S27-7 ' f/ -^x
S27r9 . .. (/" . /
S27-10 \/ ••
S27-10 »^ J ,
S27-9 ^ ^
S27-11 / y
S27-12 ' ^ ^X
V ^27-12 ^ * -
S26-1, S27-11 (/ '/ _
•
/
, ._. _ ^
S27-2 _y w /
S27-2 ^ ^7
- /
327-1 y . L.
, S27-3 ^^tr*' X-
B6 - output voltaic S26-2, S27-4 ,^ /^t' .^ "-= . ^ - ^
' '-
 ifj<rr^^\ ///?)
8H ' ' /GZ\ TS 16603
^ '
 :
 ( TE-ST ) R«v B
i -^ ORIGINAL PAGE IS ^7 ~ Stv-T~ '/**/$/
| • / OF POOR QUALITY ' **
i% / -9 10.4 Performance test (continued^
|
§-' >rr ?.t 3A .
|r . • 5.10.2.9.3
| 5.10.2.9.4
§ 5.10.2,10.1
|- .- . 5.10.2.10.2
If ' 5.10.2.10.3





$ » s T ? • • • • >| J ...........




|, * . 5.10.1.16.2
| : 5.10.2.17.1
:tr 2 S • n i i
.^.- J . ,^ . ^  . .
:8>- t 1 n i ^: "j. » . - J . ~ . -
SS-
g 5.10 2.2
^.••rv- c * ^  i • *
,^ ,Q ~ . . u . J . ^  . -
ft
1' 5. 10. 2. 3. i
D7M SVITC3
DESdI?TICN POSITIONS
B6 • oucpuc volrage £26-2, £27-4
86 •<• oucpuc voltage £26-2, £27-3










^ -29V £26-2, £17-10









.lectrsnec::. V y £27-6
Ourgas 3u:pu: vclrage £26-3, £27-7
Bus voltage £26-1, £27-1
(£27-3 for RT7)
*£X load current £26-3, £27-12
Bus current £26-1, £27-2
(£27-4 for 1C?)
3?S V o l t a g e £26-1, 527-1
£27-3^
3PS Current £26-1, S27-2(S27-4)


































































































































































































Bl + output voltage
Bl + output ripple
Bl - output voltage
Bl - output ripple
B2 + output voltage
B2 + output ripple
52 - output vol tage
52 • output ripple
33 •*• output voltage
23 •*• output ripple
33 - outpu t voltage
33 - output ripple







































































































<7^v • TS 16603
tcs" ) ^ev B
<^Jj/ I* Deceabcr 1980
ftt * • Ti - -
MEASUREMENT
LIMITS PSDV.P.Y REDUXT
20.50 12.50V 20^f^_ (A j.^'-i
<600 aV pk-pk 4nQ ^fi?»j
-20.50 12.50V -vlTjlL (2} ~*'°*>
.<£>00 mV pk-pk W _+0~*
20.50 12.50V 3Q.f/ ,y -P.*
<500 mV pk-pk &3& T-d-
^^MEftMUM -^^»^^»
-20.50 12. SOT ^ Ja.fST /^» - **
<600 nV pk-pk ¥6 l*>"_
20.50 12.50V &/.£•&- ^ ^0 i_
<600.=V pk-pk . 2^ >"•>
-20.50 12.50V —S^J^T /g\ 'W*
<600 aV pk-pk "$O "^«\
20.50 12.50V 20.9} fr) '**
<600 aV pk-pk "$& +4~\
-20.50 12.50V *-^Q.f^ /clliLlf
<500 cV pk-pk SO >0-±
20.50 12.50V Z63t~ ^ ^.'t
<SOO aV pk-pk ¥Q }&
-20.50 12.50V -££JS/_ (,0)L2±.
<SOO cV pk-pk yD .?Q _;
20.50 12.50V 2&SQ A^ H**«L
<BCO aV pi -pk $Q _K«.'
-20.50 12.50V --Zg.SP Mjlhl!
<600 aV pk-pk ?Q ._ ^^"^
21.20 12.12V £&?? (|3)lill:
•<630 aV pk-pk ?Q •^•^'-l
-=1.20 £2.27 ~&^3iL (jy)" 1*'<
<630 aV pk-pk ^^ _ r^*»j
7.10 ip.SCV 7?^^^_ Aj-) /-^ J
<210 aV pk-pk l<g_ s-*>"
\ __






































































































































OF POOR QUALITY (**§\







































































SMA Htr -t- y







S26-8, S34-1 mV r 0.5 - =A




^^ i^^ ^ f^y^^^^^^^s^^^^S^^^r^^^^^^^ j^^ ^^^^^^^^^^^^^












































nV - 0.402 » m
nV- 0.402 « oA .
7 - 0.1 • Aaps
mV — 0.402 » o4
nV - 0.5 « aA
aV A 0.5 • aft









Electroaech. load current S26-8. S34-11 aV - 0.402 - mA
Bus power supply voltage S26-1, S27-1
(S27-3 for ROT)





Input current at current limit
Input voltage at current limit
MUX voltage at current liait





























+7V output pulsed S26-2, S27-7
(S27-8 for ROT)
7.10 f0.80V Cf7O
Photograph of transients induced on input bus current and SMA -f7V




5.10.6.2 Photograph of transients induced on input bus current and SMA +7V






























SMA +7V Th- pulaed










t^->,^» V f t ff.r.y.
pulsed
5.10.6.6 Photograph of transients induced on input bus current and SMA +7V load
current as SMA -rTV output is being pulse-loaded-PRIMARY SIDE
n>(LA) * SMA CURRENT/ DIV:_
(NA) BOS CURREKT/DIV:_^
(200uS) SWEEP RATE: ±j
* Doing O.ljs-ehunt end
100 mV/Div oo scope
»»«..<.*c»n.» A.  .
current as pulse-load is being reaoved-PRIXARY SIDE
input bus current and SMA +7V load
_'.';.';"' '-.'.''•' ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ '^^ '^ t^ r^^ .-^ -^ ^^ -^^ ^(• v';..^. ""'.^ >%7w^ ?^iir^ :'"'o;^r^




r;-;' 'ff^ .^-.-. •j^ i^ i^^ i^ -VLjfj^ .^^ U^ ^^ jg;..;^.-. -^j.:,.v ^3^ ;r-^ |-i^ -)r^ ^^ n^ p^ p|





















*Dsiag 0.1 ^ushunt end
100 ajV/Div on ocopa.
5.10.6.6 Photograph of transients induced on input bus current and SMA •*• TV
load current as pulse-load is removed - REDUNDANT SIDE
iaat^ tt^ iE^ etkw^ auBMttfriyi^ o^ v^^ ;^
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j.10.7.1 Photograph of reflected input current ripple - PRIMARY SIDE
(1mA) CURREN7/DIV: + ~
(lOuS) SWEEP RATE: id
5.10.7.1 Photograph of reflected input current ripple - REDUNDANT SIDE
- - ^ - _ _ _ i - - - -
fc><i-?su£? - - ••.--- "
(InA) OmRENT/DIV:





Input current - full load S26-1, S27-2
(S27-4 for RDT)
Input current w/o analog Sane
load a- : -'»
Photograph of transients induced on input bus current and analog + voltage as




5.10.8.1.3 Photograph or transTents "Tn3iice3 on input bus current and analog •+• voltage as
analog output is disabled - PRIMARY SIDE












5.10.S.I.2 Photograph of :r«nsitntj induced on input bus currant and analog *• output
voltage •« an* log output is «nab lad - RESCKDaUT SI2E.
^^^
i
^^"% '^^ l?^^^^^^^M^•• t •
 :




\ -Q 3 ^3 ?hc:3gra?n sf rrzzsients iaoucsd oo i=put bus curraa: and asalog
vcltsgn as snalog ourpu: is disabled - KT2CKDANT SIDE.
V: ? -^ |WSfe'SKI^ ?;t^ :v^f Sill





ORIGINAL PAGE 15 . -:
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10.4 Performance tost (continued)









5.10.8.2.1 Input bus current w/o SMA S26-1, S27-2
+7V load (S27-4 for RDT)
5.10.8.2.2 Photograph of transients induced on input bus current and SMA +7V output




.(ZOOuS) SWEEP RATE: *. >
5.10.8.2.2 Photograph of transients induced on iaput bus current and SMA +7V o"utput"
voltage as SMA ~7V is disabled - PRIMARY SIDE.
?^.^.'; -^^ -^
' S ' ' ; ' ! ' ' ' ' ' ;
,- . - - , - -a -. .. ^ •- '-V' -••-'
(2V) VOLTAGE/DIV:
(1A) CURRENT/DI7:








10.4 Performance teat (continued)
'E7..PA3A. DESCRIPTION
5.10.8.2.2 Photograph of transients induced on input bus current and SMA +7 outyu't





5.10.8.2.2 Photograph of transients induced on input bus current and SMA +7V output























Photograph of transients induced on input bus current and SMA +29V





5.10.8.2.4 'Photograph of transients induced on input bus current and SMA +29V output
voltage as SMA +29V is disabled - PRIMARY SIDE
•X2V) VQLIAGE/DI7: . Q . '
(0.5A) CURRENT/DIV: (J-*" J-s/S'









5.10.8.2.4 Photograph of transients induced on input bus current and SMA +29V output




5.10 8 2.6 Photograph of transients induced on input bus current and SMA +29V output
voltage as ±29V is disabled - REDUNDANT SIDE
(2V) VOLTAGE/DIV;
(0-5) CURRENT/DI7; •'
(laS) SWEEP RATE: f >'-(-
,-C . -" •*"•. •'' . « " V
-82-
ORIGINAL PAGE IS • / r£^N. TS 16603
OF POOR QUALITY UjOy *** B












5.10.8.3.2 Photograph of transients induced on input bus current and OVU output
voltage as CDVU is enabled - PRIMARY
(2V) VOLTAGE/DIV: l,
(0.5A) CUxlR£OT/DI7: <?.?/!.„ /P.''
(ImS) SWEEP RATE: rte
.^10.8.3.2 Photograph of transients induced on input bus current and CDVU output








10.4 Performance test (continued)






5.10.8.3.2 Photograph of transients induced on input bus current and CDVU output





5 10 8 3 2 Photograph as transients induced on input bus current and CDVU output
* ' ' *
 Volcage as C3VU is disabled - REDUNDANT SIDE
•'^ •~^ A^^ ^^ y^^ -^ £^ :^^ :^^ -;
•'••--'IP x/''- '^ lS-O^^"---'^ iMi?-:--'3^
^^^^^^^^ ;^^ |ir'^ Sl: -^^iiy^:4l>riJJii.-: v4
(2V) VOLTAGE/DIV:__£J/_







10.A Performance test (continued)








5.10.9.1 Photograph of turn-off transient of input bus voltage and input bus current




Photograph of turn-off transient of input bus voltage and input bus current
as bus voltage is removed - REDUNDAJJT SIDE
, .
































Photograph of turn-on transient of bus voltage and current as ON cocaand
is issued - PRIMARY SIDE
<5V) VOLTAGE/DIP;
(5A) . CUFREHT/DIV:
(100n£) S'^ EP RATE:
5.10.9.3 Photograph of turn-on transient of bus voltage and current as ON cesamend
is issued - REDUNDANT SIDE
i^
;J
• • - - -'v ^ .^IF'^ rFl^^nP^










10.4 Performance test (continued)
IT:. PAKA, DESCRIPTION
5.10.9.4 Photograph of turn-off transient of input bus voltage and current as OFF
cotoaans: is issued - PRIMARY SIDE






5.10.9.4 Photograph of turn-off transient of input bus voltage and current as OFF












5.10.9.7 Record that UuT turns en.
5.10.10.1 Input bus current AFTER
it reads ~ 17A AI.TD input
bus voltage reads - 21V.
5.10.10.2 Input bus voltage with
17. OA load
5.10.10.3 Input current telenetry
output




5.10.10.5 Input current toleaatry
output
Input bus vol tago
Input bus current




5.10.10.7 Input current telcasetry
output
Input bus vol tage
Input bus current
ORIGINAL PAGE fS ' -"^ \
OF POOR QUALITY • -C-ir )









































*"•' T ' r * -*1
I f f . l c^V . jsJ .^ ' - i '
_* - _*L -
1 TV ''^ .^ 1 <7. vf^lf
$,J,00V. 2.3 r.1 ;/
*• T' v





*• 1^ -1^ -JLI.
"".-'...7. ~-*'~ ••
3.1.0Z. V. i-.-"''t''
?7 7i-K ' r f f
•*" •, . . ' *"




5. 1C. 1C. 6 Ispur CUTTCS: reieaecr?
ourput
Irput bus voltage
ORIGINAL PAGE \3 ^
OF POOR QUALfTY ^jj













































































































































OR my-**** .^ ifrl'03
Per'fonsaoea taat (continued) '\i •/ " P*0~Sp/
Rr:k-o
WM striycs KEASUSZHENT
DESCRIPTION . TOsmoss LIMITS parayre BmnwnAW





















S26-2, S27-1 "LJ-.trlf. ~^1. 72
S27-2 "i±l " 2±i.T'
S27-3 't-l'Sft O^.i-rft
S27-4 ' '^-^ / "Jill2
S27-5 ' ' "-JLH" I*-*7









 , **uFor RDT) N/A \-.l^
S27-10 -U-^l/. N/A
S26-2, (S27-12 H/A -^ •**?.
for RDT)
S26-3,'s27-2 1 7 U IT. TJlf"
Paragitic \r «
Paraoitic output voltage S2














S27-3 'LLLL^ * **-{*
S27-4 ^'•'r/ »/ rlilr-
527.5 -J_^l^ - ^ - ^ - 7 7
S27-6 , IT- }Y^ iLfi"'
C-5T 7 LC/ i -D- t f ,,! 11 i/527.7 * • ' y y
p S27-9 iifi^ ^A
5-3, (S27-10 N/A >./> ^
for RDT)
5-4. S28-5 tJl^ J<££7
S28-6 -' "4.110* -*.'-+'
S28-7 i£^ **• '-^
S28-8 ^^ ^7 V *. i >'•'
S28-9 **• tJ:*- .
S23-10 *t. LWV JiilT*
S-4, S28-12 iJli" JLil"1





























ORIGINAL PAGE IS ^-^ fs 16603
OF POOR QUALITY ?£SJ ) *f> B
Performance tett (continued) *&•*•#
uvrf anJLTCa ^^A^miifxpy^
DESCRIPTION POSrriOKS T.TMTTS paitt&XY QPTBTWT^TJ































Outgas • TM output
Bus voltage
Input but current
SMA Htr +• out]


















f S28-6 *»• ^77 /.
S26-6, S28-7 5.1 lit/
526-1, S27-1 1?. C,t I/.
(S27-3 for RDT)
S26-1, S27-2 T^- ? 3'*''
(S27-4 for SDT)
S26-2, S27-5 . ^J"(1^
Seen on Scope <530 sV pk-pk Iff ~*l
S26-2. S27-6 -^l.tfY
Seen on Scope <630 oV pk-pk "jO^^-
S26-3, S27-3 7. * }2^
Seen on Scopo <240 aV pk-pk _*f^-j(
S26-3, S27-7 lili.7i/
Seen on Scope 2.50V pk-pk Z££«j£
S26-3. S27-9 , ,, ^.fl/'






















,,. Jy ., h
5.10.12.12 Parasitic output ripple
(S27-10 for RDT)
Seen on Scope <900 aV pk-pk
-91-



























Photograph of reflected Input current ripple in outgas aoda — PRIMARY SIDE
K^r- ;••••:, .^ ••^ V^4-^ &^3^ gi&K.y:--.K-?f ^  ! *^ta
|v -^ ^^ ^^ .^i^ M^±i^ ^^ ^^ ii^ :^  (?|lfI
?pf
A.C.
(lOesS.) SWEEP RATE; W ^ > < f i -
5'. 10.14.1 Photograph of reflected input current ripple in osatgas node — REDUNDANT SIDE
:;^ i^ ^^ J^ ^^ ?M^ t^^
(2nAJ) CURRENT/DIV: J-~H. A.C.
(10uS,) SWEEP RATE: !(''*,>£<••
ORIGINAL PAGE 13
OF POOR QUALITY









5.10.15.1.1 Input current with CDVU S26-1, S27-2 *£
off . (S27-4 for RDT)
5.10.15.1.2 Photograph of input bus current and CDVU output voltage as CDVU load
ts enabled - PRIMARY SIDE
V;-..;': M&^ . :':^ •; '^ ^^ ^^ fe^ -.^ v^ lS




5.10.15.1.2 Photograph of input bus current and CDVU output voltage as CDVU load
is disabled - ?RI>!ARY SIDE
(2V) VOLTAGE/DIV:
(200mA) CURRENT/OrV: }-<X) -A.
(2mS) SWEEP RATE: 1~>>«-.







5.10.15.1.2 Photograph of input bus current and CDVU output voltage as CDVU load
is enabled - REDUTDANT SIDE
(2V) VOLTAGE/DIV:
(200nA) CURRENT /DIV: 2-
SWEEP 'RATE; i -* f< -
5.10.15.1.2 Photograph of input bus current and CDVU output voltage as CDVU load-















5.10.15.2.1 Input bus current vich S26-1, S27-2 i »-T .*
outgas disabled (S27-4 for RDT)
5.10.15.2.2 Photograph of input bus current and outgas voltage as- outgas load
is enabled - PRIMARY SIDE
S^SS^ sS^ l^^ j^.
VOLXAGE/DI7:
C2A)
SWEEP RATE: 1 «
5.10.15.2.2 Photograph of input bus current and outgas volc&ge as outgas load
is disabled - PRIMARY SIDE
li.tj™-1-*-^ .1 !^"*




(2iaS) SWEEP RATE: 1 +>
-95-





5.10.15.2.2 Photograph of Input bus current and outgas voltage as outgas load




5.10.15.2.2 Photograph of Input bus current and outgas voltage as outgas load
is disabled - RZDTODA.NT SIDE
.
i^tep s^^ s^ S^ESi^
V; i- • ' ^  ."'::^.5^V'K> I -'-^"v'v-;--^
*" -'•-', - - . - - < ; _ . '- _ "-J--.-i^  . " . .' ^ -. , • , -" - -,*1
yf^ llMil^ 'xl
.-" • "' ' ,*.
:
'• '--•".-^~- •.-.'T-';:'• • - -,"'.•-" *' ~'." '-•?•































SMA Htr +output voltage
SMA Htr -f-load current
SMA Htr -output voltage






,_ ,.,..,.-,. .:,^v^.->-",-:.^-^..,_ _...
ORIGINAL Pjjf^XjJx 2v"6°3
DVM SWITCH ' <<a? MEASUREMENT
POSITION LIMITS PRIMARY REDUNDANT
S26-1. S27-1 ' I*'0 fit' . jJ>$Qy
(S27-3 for RDT) '" '
S26-1. S27-2 ^•<f;/-,.J) 2-^-^-(S27-4 for RDT) (!OJ
S26-2, S27-5 " ~1' 7 3^ ll-1J
S26-8, S34-1 *t£lL!"^*i JLZ^l-
S26-2. S27-6 -1*>-ll V -2~3--}t
S26-8, S34-2 ~?'73t>H ~%- *~
S26-3, S27-3 7. ^ tt V.
 f;,, 7.7r?
S26-8, S34-10 , i 7Z2tf. ^. . > ? t > i
S26-3, S27-9 (S27-10) }O.i6l/. JC>.1/V.




Output power ' (Primary) (Redundant:'))
((5.10.16.3 x 5.10.16.4) fjlfr A//*
+ (5.10.16.5 x 5.10.16.6) '\ (A
+ (5.10.15.7 x 5.10.16.8) L .If










FIB : 4 IB
10.4 Performance test (continued)
5.10.17.1 Photograph of input bus current and input bus voltage
as is disable - PRIMARY SIDE
(57) VOLTAGS/DIV:
C2&) CURSENT/DIV:
(laS) SWEEP RAH :
5.10.17.1 Photograph of input bus current and input bus voltage
as is disabled - REDUNDANT SIDE
(5V) VOLTAGE/DIV: _
(2A) CURS2ST/DIV: \











5.10.17.2 Unit stays off (check)
Primary Redundant
5.10.17.3 Photograph of input bus current and input bus voltage






5.10.17.3 Photograph of input bus current and input bus voltage as









10.4 Performance test (continued)
5.10.17.4 Photograph of input bus current and input bus voltage




5-10.17.4 Photograph of input IMS current and input bus voltage
as is disabled - REDUNDANT SIDE
(2V) VOLTAGE/DIV: _J_
S)
f*y t. \ •-• •*T*r»^im /^ TTf . ^
(lOmS) SWEEP RATE: ^ 'C ' . /^ >
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUfl.LITY












Record that CTJT operates (checkmark)
correctly.
Photograph of input bus current_atid MDX output voltage as MCX enable
cocsnaad is issued (all loads are ON axcept outgas) — PRIMARY SIDE




Photograph of input bus current and parasitic output voltage as parasitic""
enable cocsand is issued (all loads are ON except outgas) — PRIMARY SIDE
•>-/
. . - - - . . - ' -
 ;=*,---J->-.v.-'"+,».. ry.--:!.;4-.^.'.f ' >U'V-X, ../..,•: -. -if 't*\
•. • - . - • : • • • / • ' i :.'*',?.;•;•.:---<«--'.- - ' • - ->» ' . ••£.'''•:-.-*•:. - • • •?a;. . . ;- . . .- •;; r - •- :•: :;,'.f -r^:-'-^'. ,i,-.-- • ;e ••:-"., &??-•£.,'• - .--4




















Ph coeraph of tnpuc bus current and MUX output voltage as MUX enable
cosssand is issued (all loads are ON except outgas) - REDUNDANT SIDE
- •:
^ ^ £ - v ' k S
(5V) VQUAGE/DIV;
(5A) .CURRENT/DIV:
(20mS) SWEEP RATE: » >'_'
5.10.18.2 Photograph of input bus current and MUX output voltage as parasitic














5 10 18 4 Oodervoltoge Trip Point
(ON/OFT)
5.:0.18-5 TOT etaye OFF
5.10.18.6 Undervoltage Trip Point
(OFF/ON)
5.10*18.7 Overvoltage Trip Point
5.10.18.8 COT stays OFF















vnioiwil. PAGE IS /H*C\
OF POOR QUALITY (jgj J
10.4 Performance test - Long Form
PROTOFUCHT
IN-PROCESS






A/ 4- . QUAL /\/ A . OR ACCEPTAHCE. *^-""~































Calibrate cad gen ~ —
Input bus current S26-1, S27-2
(S27-4 for
redundant)
MDX output voltage S26-3, S27-1 30,0 +0.90
MUX load current S26-3, S27-12 3.55 2P.40
Section 5.10.2 requires only checking voltage r-



















































7 ^. n i/. ,?A j / \j
A \*:*lJf. .4U33W
indicate -by/checlssarks,
/? -^^  ^ ^y. t/~
-S/ •£**•
'••^ . ^  /' - -n -n'lfffi"-'
~~~"~r i^
• .'" // c^^
' ""?" '^ \
/ ^^-^
'~r- "^^












3. 1C. -.10. 2
s . . • i/» /
5. 1C. 2. 11.1
c • - « • • «
5.1C.2-.L2.1
J. 1C. 2. 12. 2
5.10.2.12.3
5 1C 2 12 4
i r ~ « i i »
t i •» •• • - 7
5.10.2.14.1
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OF POOR QUALITY \^ $tv-\t$&(
raanee test (eaecinoadl
DTO bUU'LE KEASTJRSJEfT
5ESCS2?TI?N PKZTIOHS L5iI*S R12ISIS? HS3C?n3AJf7
- euc?ue voltage S25-2, S27°* v Is ^
f xsacpat vcltags S26-2. S27-3 _ y_ r







527-6 * ^ X"
S27-« ' 7 ^
I 7- — -,
'? S27-5 ^ ,X
£26-2, S27-7 /
-77 (SI7-5 for BST) / ^
*29V S26-2, 527-9 ^ - .,
(527-11 far aST) / _£_.













(527-12 for 8330 / X
S2S-2, S27-10 /,_ fX ,
S26-2. 527-9 ^ZtZ ^^








527-4 //. ^X ^
S27-4 /I. is--'
t S27-6 _;//_ _^f
Outgas output. voltage S26-3, S27-7 V ls^
3U3 voltage 526-1, 527-1
(S27-3 for RDT) ^g.f* f^^^'02
MDX load carreat S26-3, S27-12 4.120 H3.025A v_/ ?-.'«>^ >^ //?'/*•
Bus current S26-1. S27-2 , - /
(S27-4 for B2T) ^' ~(ff*}LZ2L±&"
3?S Voltage ^26-1,527-1 ^« -^ , " ' ->/? x ->
S27-31 "LLZJL: er^M.^
SPS Carr«nt ^26-1, S27-2 /3*-^<f l3J.J<?n
(S27-4)
HOT Csrront S26-3. 527-12 t 2 M"^ <=fl-7/*fi,
/ &? &*
-«7- / & ir •
TS 16603
«*iii«jnini. r/-i\Ji_ id /uikCN •«» D i

































Performance test (continued) ' an •
Bl + output voltage
Bl + output ripple
Bl - output voltage
Bl - output ripple
B2 + output voltage
" B2 + outpac ripple .
B2 - output voltage
32 - output ripple
B3 + output voltaga
33 + output ripple
B3 - output voltage
S3 - output ripple
B4 + output voltage
- 34 *•' output ripple
B4 - output voltage

































































20.50 £2.507 IQ.tf I/. M2<M,V |
<600 n7 pk-pk l-O ,/ 3& ""*' !
-20.50 £2.507 'U(>6 i/.t£p& .~? $ \
<600 m7 pk-pk >^ ^\J. £6 fj, </
20.50 £2.507 ">0. fV .!/ r-\ QQ , ^  t/ i
<300 m7 pk-pk f^^' _/. ?(J >~, u •
-20.50 £2.507 ~*JJ>,+* U/»y- 3* ,** 7
<600 Q7 pk-pk t~0 „!/. 3. g
20.50 £2.507 *^ff /. M^ •^
<5.00.ci7 pk-pk . 1*0 *>/. 3-<5
-20.50+2.507 -W.r* V. i/p^iCjo
<500 a7 pk-pk 1-<? ..»/ <?*&
20.50 £2.507 Hm ^ i^3£..~TZ
0600 a7 pk-pk ^ -e ^?d
-20.50 £2-507 ->J.»? ^/^J7^/*7^
<600 m7 pk-pk ^^ «/ ,^ <^L
20.50 £2.507 >^.>y KMV^/Z^-
<500 n7 pk-pk _lfl_ttir- 3^
-20.50 £2.507 ±SiiD!'(ipl" l^ii£X
<600 o7 pk-pk "£f ^ /. ^ C. .
20.50 £2.507 HJ^/jjI^iS!^
<500 o7 p! -pk ^^ *»^ J2t^
-20.50 £2.507 '**£*• I\2J&L£2
<SOO n7 pk-pk ^ «l'. ^2^
21.20 £2.127 2i£LK(j3)^Z£iJ
<630 m7 pk-pk "i-v .^ 3<5-
-21.20 £2.127 "^.^1^^7.9^
<630 m7 pk-pk ^^^^ ^C -
7.10+0.807 7 IjtV fofi7,7& .
'








Jfl A garfonafloc« te«t (continued)

































































Oetgas output rippla .
Input current telatetry


































































«370 e7, pk-pk *&
-29.50 +1.5CV _ -^ Y.,
MH^MHM
<570 aft pk-pk "tV-*
30.00 +0.90V Ml*
<300 aff, pk-pk **"
' 8.50 +0.857 1>2£L
<250 aff pk-pk _}v~
8.00 +0.807 2j<£
^Q^O B^ p5t*p£t V^
21.20 +2.127 **••&
^30 nV pk-pk ^
-21.20 +2.127 -J>*.T?<
<330 aV pk-pk ^t
33.40 +3.34V .ft.^M/
«Q.OV pk-pk 3^J
100.0 +12.07 / -^T. f 1


































































































































































































































" " * " * " "
IS /£AC\ ' '" TS 16603
TV ( IVr /' Rev B
\^,' 18 December 1980
<B ? 4« —
BTO SWITCH HEASDSEMEKT
DESCRIPTION POSITIONS I.TMTTS PRIMARY REDOOT3AHT























Analog + volt, teleatry S26-6
Analog - 1 S26-6
Electrraech. ^L
w
Outgas volt, telemetry S26-6


















SMA Htr + v S26-8














528-4 ! ?.7<V^ Z.ltZI
S28-5 *.0f1lf. 4, H4-
S28-6 t.lt-H/. &.J&Q
S2f-7
for RUT) ' 14.1L~V- fytftt
S28-9
for 2DT) 'tiili.' ^22 .^
S28-10
for BDT) \7fgy. ^,<?^2
s28-i ».>Jjy. ^222
S28-2 ' *: "" ' . " ' " ^7*i? ,^7gg
S2S-3 - ^ioV. *$jj£f
S28-4 ^£3Liy. ^^2^
S28-5 " '.^5£iy§'m^2^
C^ft X *^ flL& If ji sC &fr "^
d fcO O ' *" " ™ *'• * <^"f .jQ / ^Tr^
S28-7 . 5-_f 2fUd ^2ZP
S27-11 m7-r 10 ° Aeps /f.t«T ^t/ ^/^77(0
S27-12 oV -r tO—.Amps ^J.^ ftr)i£L23'
S34-1 oV -r 0.5 = nA ?*?7 fi^^/^
eiA_9 "^l.fif . *£9~7 ~Z"7
^^BM^^W 1?T) J-** ' --f^t
ss^-s • '"••• IMC ' ^^r,n '
S34-4 ~1t.*± ptfU££L
C ^  A C T / ^^^ \ <"*!> / 7 ^





S34-9 **' '(--*ft"lf-V p.jj^/3/^3
CTA-lft f f f .b i .. \^3^/~? r7
w^** XW ' ^^^^^^^^ IjU itiM^MKk *
S3
^-H ,, <f7-72 p^.jg/7.^3
S34-12 ' "It7-rr \}7)"i7-7^(
S34-1 mV T 0.5 - mA ^^ pij^^ ^^


















































V •§• 0.402 •
7 ? 0.402 •
V -r 0.1 •
i? -f 0.402 •
V -f 0.5 « aft





Elssctrosech. load corrent S26-3, S34-11 Q? ? 0.402








Input curreat at current limit
laput voltage at cement lisdt
MtDC voltage at current




i.' ' "' U T
P'OK ; EP=
0 i-j E P = i 7 ^  .































+7V output pulsed S26-2, S27-7
(S27-8 for RDT)
7 . 10 lp . 80V \/. 7. / / S
Photograph of transients induced on input bus current and SMA +77







CURRENT/017^ 2 /^ yf.
70LTAGE/DI7; 2 /_
SWEEP
5.10.6.2 Photograph of transients induced on input bus current and SMA +77




wat •. -••'( - .SK-*.3 • -.fidtSlLSltlj








' OF POOR QUALITY
10.4 Performance test (continued)
REF. PARA1 DESCRIPTION
'HAC\
m~ '••' TS 16603Rev B18 December 1980
5.10.6.2 Photograph of transients induced on input bus current and SMA +7V
output voltage as SMA +7V output is being pulse-loaded-REDDNDANT SIDE
f.
CU3SEST/ DIV; ,2/? A.C.
SOLIAGE/DIV; / [/
SHEEP RATE:
5.10.6.2 Photograph of transients induced on input bus current and SMA +TV
output voltage as pulse-load is being removed-REDUNDANT SIDE
\:ii5rf-.T.7Jr~-"T['r~-»f-T-i-T«f-'^ 5; ~-™—^'^f "WF r*^ctlK3SH[l3^L^Ht3^£i
it- -•' '.-a r , ~ it • *L j.'1*?-* "-"'Jf* •' ^3r *- .5 . '•- •',' t *--3




























(S26-8, S34-5SMA +77 load current-
pulsed
5.10.6.6 Photograph of transients induced on input bus current and SMA +77 load
current as SMA +77 output ia being pulse-loaded-PRIMARY SIDE
CDRREKT/DIV; l&J
(K&) BOS anausar/Piv:' j 4
(200uS) SWEEP
Usiag O.I_3_ahua£ ead
SGO mV/Dtv on scope
5.10.6.6 Photograph of transients induced on input bus current and SMA +77 load
•current as pulse-load is being ranarwBd-PaiM&er SIDE
SKA CUHREHT/DI7:
BUS CUHEENT/DIV:




ORIGINAL PAGE V* : '
OF POOR QUALITY v
HP".












100 aV/Div oo ocope.
Photograph of transients induced on input bus current and SMA + TV









 POOR QUALITY U
10.4 Performance teat (continued)




5.10.7.1 Photograph of reflected input current ripple - PRIt&BY SICE
^ • 'J3k • •
P?iMWM|«rfWI ^ liribHkrfhl^ I^&•••• dyyEsBBQsSfcaalsSyeaEScSOtSiyyfcil. f:'M
^•^mmmmmmmmmm^VS'^-'-'M
^W i^^ ^^ -^^ y^K^
»'•' • _i.^  i:.i--J5v-i:-.-.fc ,l^ La:';^ U '^3L:i.'3lt^ :i.Jl^ .'-.JlLL.iX-v--!jj
k /-:r^ :^^ |^p^y:^ ^?|-ip,:l|
(LnA) CDRHENT/DI7:
EAlEi.
5.10.7.1 Photograph of reflected input curre.it ripple - REDOND&OT SIDE
. f
(10uS) SWEEP RATE: 1 '
•5.10.8.1.1 Input current - full load S26-1, S27-2(S27-4 for RDT)
.5.10.8.1.2 Input current w/'o analog Seae
load
5.10.8.1.3 Photograph of't.-anslenw induced on input ba» corrent and analog + voltage m»




5.10.'3.1.3 Photograph of transients induced on input bus current and analog f voltage as
analog output is disabled - PR3KaB2 SIDE













5.10.8.1.3 Phctrgrarh of traasieats ',y*nf»* &n layot baa csrrast
voltage as acalog ourpa: is enabled • SSBOSUBT SIDE.
«aalcg f our?os
t%.'^a-FTj^r??^yf/r^£r'?t '--oy^y- •j^'lg^~v?gn^^"5F^^"9fSr7T4-J' -.^ J§-"4?W^MP ''^IK^-4Wpom^-^'eiic«ftM^!^Mi^ ^ssitesis i^




5.1C.3.1.2 ?H="erasr. sf trszsie=rs iscactd on iaput bus earreat
vcizase as asalsg sutpu: is disabled - HETUTCANT SISE.















5.10.8.2.1 Input bus current Wo SMa> S26-1, S27-2
+7V load (S27-4 fa? RDT)
5.10.8.2.2 Photograph of transients induced do-iuput bua
voltage as SMA +7V-ifl-enabled *. PREiaRY SIDE.
5.10.8.2.2 Photograph of transients induced on.icput bns csrreat.end SM&-+7T output:"
voltage as SMA +7V ia disabled - PRIM&RY SIDE. ''
' . ^ Ti -Y-1 1
^^AaT^^jf^l ^%.-:"|^ <^3p--:si ;'-:M
• u-Msi^ ^  ^^JMi:*^fe '^-
--. v']s??"::.^ "v''; I^^ '^-^^^ jp/^F^^^-1."4 ''"''''*i
.-^-LUj^ 'i" .^ T^SJm^ f^maffa-M^^^SESi^ s?^
V'
-79-
! C**'M*"'> "* C1"--.
ORIGINAL PAGE fS
OF POOR QUALITY





5.10.8.2.2 Photograph of transients induced on input bus current and SMA +7 output
voltag a SMA +7V is enabled - BEDOHDAHT SIDE
(5V) VOUAGE/DI7; £
(1A) CDSBENT/DI7'; /
/200uS) SHEEP RATE: «
-• *'•— -
j.10.8.2.2 Photograph of transients induced on input bus current and SMA +7V output
voltaga as SM& -fTV is disabled - HEDONDANT SIDE
 # .
t. a























Input bus current w/o
SMA +29V load
S26-1, S27-2 I i-Y-IS-J.
(S27-4 for RDT) . ' _
Photograph of transients induced on input bus current and SMA 4-29V output





5.10.8.2.4 Photograph of transients induced on input bus current and SMA +29V oatput
voltage as SMA £29V is disabled - PRUSARY SIDE
(2V) VOLTAGE/D 17 :
CURREMT/DIV; ^7- *y¥-











5.10.8.2.4 Photograph of transients Induced on Input bus current and SMA +29V output
voltage as SMA +29V ta enabled - REDUNDANT SID2
: 7
(0..5A) CDBSEKT/DI7; / /
* • ^^^^
5 10 8 2 4 Photograph of transients induced'on input bus current .and J>1'A +297







10.4 Performance test (eontl
EF. PARA. DESCRIPTION
noiftlNAL P**«fc Ia AA?\
. _ . SFWORQU^ITV (||)
DTK SWITCH.
POSITIONS LIMITS











Photograph of transients induced on input bus current and CDVU output





Photograph of transients induced on input bus current and CDVU output












5.10.8.3.2 Photograph of transients induced on input bus current and CDVU output
voltage as CDVU is enabled - REDUNDANT SIDE
j,™- -^ ' -t-rigp i*" • ««j*if.i^ j ••-..—•
VOLIACE/DI7; / V
(0.5A) CUHREHT/DI7: / <T
SWEEP BATE:
5.10.8.3.2 Photograph as transients induced on input bus current and CDVU output
voltage as CDVU is disabled - REDUJTOANT SIDE
• -;*£/"• VTjr- >•*" p-'^ ifr, ^..-JjrT"?*1^ —
'• *rJl;^ "fei^ >3fe"^  -
sl*a.:, "«?-&$>fcxi; i-f i m ;^ 9^*>• '-* " --• -•*•• j" ' - ^ f -"i3 -" 51- •** *"- 5C- "•'^'v













5.10.9.1 Photograph of tun-off transient of input bus voltage aad Input bua current





Photograph of turn-off transient of input bus voltaga.snd input bud current
as bus voltage is removed - REDUNDANT SIDE
M . ?S5?
«&-33LMI
^ ri!53 f^TSf^S KC
L--^r& tSiat KLai'f to:
f '" .1 i- » »" ° t ^
.,














5.10.9.2 DTJT stays off vnen bus Sl-ON (S2-ON
is reapplied. for RDT)
5.10.9.? .ge and current as ON command
<5V)-
(5A) .
(lOOmS) SWEEP RA.XE: j , .
5.10.9.3 Photograph of turn-on transient of bus voltage and current as ON command
is issued - HEDUNDANT SIDE
®r?m.p "?3 f^^g p^ p^ p^ ^pi
r.ttgjr















10.4 Performance test (continued)
EF. PARA, DESCRIPTION
5.10.9.4 Photograph of turn-off transient of input bua voltage and current as OFF
command is issued - PRIMARY SIDE
EK—JLiiitSKi -v • •i3r": -7f •= -4- •fr.-1a
|^^ ^^ ^^ P j^^ g^acgi:!;:.>fy^ .i^ 'a
i fcij^ .*a C%i*&S2s=iil>;;!£,ii!i3-S&siiI&i!U;
n;5fr3jrSv-.iar.-^ Si="r^ r—. =^=—
VOLIAGg/DI7;(5V)
(5A) CTRREMT/DI7! S*
(lOmS) SWEEP R&IE: 1-0 *s
5.10.9.4 Photograph of turn-off tran3ient of input bus voltage and current as OFF
coronand is issued - REDUNDANT SIDE
(5V) VOLTAGE/PI?:
(5A) CiraRENT/DIV :_




\ f • • . •
10.4 Performance test




ORIGINAL PAGE FS f^\






















Record that TOT turns on. (Checkmark)
Input bus current AFTER
it reads ~ 17A AND input
bus voltage reads <~ 21V.





















































































































Saad 1* output •voltage £26
-








"? 3- "*? ' T S27-10
Band ** ourput voltage S2S-1, S27-11
ORIGINAL PAGE rs xT?s ' ' • » 16603




































STT10HS LIMITS PB1KAHY BEDUHHAIS






















S26-2, S27-1 . :??./2- ^^,HO
S27-2 — s&£l? -^??'^-<
527^3 ^7.7^ ,??.//
S27-4 ' - 'D'5:J>C - 2?.?G
S27-5 £>tJ,<-?l 3<?,Zij.
-S27-6 - 7-g: ^  -j<J&
S27-7 ^.727 N/A




For RDT) N/A 32 ,^ YJ-
S27-10 - ?2.<?<y K/A
S26-2, (S27-12 S/A - &£l
for RDT)




S27-5 ~^£2L^ -^ 1£T
S27-6 , ' ^/t$^ ^/'^7
S27-7 l/tf.*?^ fc?£~Z
r S27-9 ?//C 7 N/A fe
Par««itic output voltage S26-3, (S27-10 N/A 3/><^6» I
for RDT)













S28-7 /y , gg '7 C£-?^
S28-8 x/. ??^ ^.^y^-
S28-9 £1,££>~3 f-i •'?>'*> G
S28-10 ^Yj.2^2 '^ ^'^.Z/
. S28-11 ^>??'7 l^IZS
f S26-4, S28-12 £4.?7< <^j2^
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Baud 5,7- JK output
6+
















Outgaa - 3M output
2u8 voltage

















Outgae - eutput voltage





















































POSITIONS LIMTTS PRIMARY REDDNPANT
















Photograph of reflected input current ripple in outgas mode — PRIMARY SIDE
CUBEEST/DIV; /g-/
(lOuS) SHEEP RATE:_//L
In outgas mode — REDUNDANT SIDE















5.10.15.1.1 Input current with CDVU S26-1, S27-2
off . (S27-A for RDT)
5.10.15.1.2 Photograph of input bus current and CDVU output voltage as CDVU load
is enabled - PRIMARY SIDE
t :''*> :^Tj#%Ss£^





5.10.15.1,2 Photograph of input bus current and CDVU output voltage as CDVU load













5.10.15.1.2 Photograph of input bus current and CD\TJ output voltage as CDVU load




5.10.15.1.2 Photograph of input bus current and CDVU output voltage as CDVU load
is disabled - REDUNDANT SIDE
• • j * I ^N.' '• ^ y ,.rf?TSF5» i— • ~"_1-Tu-ia-- j- r^-jr .j.-.—_ - -^,- -djU. T^LT~J J ' . ij i: r -j i ji.—' r '
?. ;^ r^^CT f^fP^p^^^£^^
:':' -fl- ^ 1\ v'-I^:'^ f;:-: "If-^ lf^ ^^^^Pr?^
• i -1-*. u --.KV: •'Ull;:~^:> 4,j
»• •». ^ -.-ij" g*t)wii'>>ii ii-w*»"- jjtmi *t«^y?JfTn '^.rSfc^
VOLTAGE A)IV:
>OOmA) CURRENT/DIV: jfcy?













5.10.15.2.1 Input bus current vith S26-1, S27-2
outgas disabled (S27-4 for RDT)
5.10.15.2.2 Photograph of input bus current and outgas voltage as outgas load
is enabled - PRIMARY SIDE
,.- •'. - '•*—^ »^ v^ -^ ^^ i^ --JC2^ ;:3^ tT^ rS;SL??"vXi- ^r^ ~-~—•^ "./•'••'»-^ i"«rjr."^ ~'tl ••'
(5V). VOLTAGS/DI7; S' U
(2A)
SHEEP RATE: t
5.10.15.2.2 Photograph of Input bus current and outgas voltage as outgas load
is disabled - PRIMARY SIDE
;. •-




-•^ i •.^ w^  •" -t •iri^ ^











10.A Performance teat (continued^
PARA. DESCRIPTION
5.10.15.2.2 Photograph of input bus current and outg&4 voltage aa outgaa load




OOuS) SWEEP RA52: / >>»,
5.10.15.2.2 Photograph of input bua current and outgas voltage as outgaa load
is disabled - REDUNDANT SIDE
n ^*ff> :«r. "'••fit' — •2S';'"':"'iPr-r~aFv5?SjpS?rjp- " s^iT
:-, i-- S --|,: |-4':-Jr;^-'f ;4'^^
vf^ ^p-^ t^^ |43L^JL:JL J: -rji
.': -• -;;O:.- JK l^f ^ F^r^r^f" - • v - -if. .f•--gprir^rT^pxir-.^Sr^ex i^i^ ^ai^ iif :*
^Sii^


















ORIGINAL PAGE IS «
 16$03
OF POOR QUALITY ,1 \^ g"y_B ,^
10.4 Performance teat (cent&wsrf) VS30/ ^HJB*-® &&•&/
RZ:%V
S9H SU1TUU •32A3BSSIS?T


































SMA Htr -foutput voltage
SMA Htr -Hoed current
SMA Htr —output voltage


















S27— 1 «s2L£LO(- f) p*3-/^ d




S34-1 £/(£ ,^2 «,
 e • ij *7.u<j*
S27-6 ~77./7
 (..jJ!J^<Z
S34-2 — JJ2SjS?;~ £l£^"
S27-3 *7^/^ ^ *7/ 7C?
S34-10 A^y/ ^  I/ ,376 ' ^
S27-9 (S27-10) "Z632- (:l)3l'l C
S34-7 l^i^M^itt^ J^dfe'*
" i^^ EZ '5&'??z(5.10.16.1 x 5.10.16.2)
5.10.16.12 Output pover (S^ H^) (Radoa4ant)
((5.10.16.3 K 5.10.16.4) ^
+ (5.10.16.5 x 5.10.16.6)^
+ (5.10.15.7 s 5.10.16.8)_






^ F A - M T T / . s 10 ?5x(if'.'T r-i-iij£c-s. 43 jc^
'.= '-••.'"
 C
» : .WE=-= "ir 37rtr:': J E N i i ••- ?? •.
i.; ^  i^ T D <
 = ^ .-,.- -i
M C U-~-^ = ~ J O 1 "
—97-
if: ORIGINAL PAGE ISOF POOR QUALITY
10.4 Performance test (continued)
\SS50
n-: >. •
5.10.17.1 Photograph of input bus current and input bus voltage







5.10.17.1 Ph-jtogrsph of input bus current and input bus voltage




v:fe; .•;•. i]fj||:3^  jp^ K^ 3fv-;:|p, ^j-:vl
- - ^ "
:
~ " ~ '
v












10.4 Perfonaance test (continued)
5.10.17.2 Unit stays off (check)
Prismxy • Rsdundanc
5.10.17.3 Photograph of input bus current and input bus voltage





5.10.17.3 Photograph of input bus current and input bus voltage as
as is enabled - REDDHDANT SIDE"
L'j-^-^J tf^^^^f tt-^fV-i*-tf V*-«-J-« lr*?V*^ t










10.4 Performance test (eootlnuedl
5.10.17.4 Photograph of input bus current and input bus voltage
as is disabled-PRIMARY SIDE
•- ; . . • « • . *V j-rU'.---- Vfc-? '-'-'jE.~. !^r ••.;-Tif-"''•«••-:'•-* V-». IWisliW^'




5.10.17.4 Photograph of input bus currant and Input bus voltaga
as is disabled - HZDUHDAITT SIDE
(27) 70LT&GE/DI7: *£ \J
<2A) CT3RBEBT/DI7: <2 &
(lOmS) SWEEP RATS: fd fa
ORIGINAL PAGE 13
OF POOR QUALITY U 5















Record that OUT operates (chadonark)
correctly.
Photograph of input bus current and MUX output voltage as MtJX enobla
cooaand is issued (all loads are ON except outgas) - PRIMARY SIDE





Photograph of input bus current and'parasitic'output voltage as parasitic'















Photograph of Input bus current and MIX output voltage as MDX enable
command is isrued (all loads are ON except outgas) - REDUNDANT SIDE
- -
• 1-'.-^ ^^ '^f
^
(5V)
(5A) • CTBBEKT/DI7: ,<
(20nS) SWEEP HATE: /6
5.10.18.2 Photograph of Input bus current and MDX output voltage as parasitic
enable cLnand is issued (all loads are ON except outgas) - REDUNDANT SIDE
.:.t Jt^ JKtfcJi3;i.fc»I
. ' •







ORIGINAL PAGE IS . TEST ) " Jev i
OF POOR QUALITY \**>/ -^^rt^m
10 ^ A Perfptsance teat (eoaff™*0'*) re '
swnca
ggy. "B&BA. 'tascaiMiot? -g<>firrioss _
DATE T
5.10.18.4 9o*tervoUege Trtp Point -826-1, S27-1 10.Oi
COB/OFF) <S27-3 for SOT)
5.10.18.5 TOT-ataya OFF
5.10.18.6 Undetvoltag* Trip Point S26-1, S27-1 19.0 ±1.507
(OFF/ON) (S27-3 for SBI) ' -
5.10.18.7 Overvol-tage trip Point S26-1, S27-1 38.0 •*• 27
(S27-3 for BDT)
5.10.18.8 OUT otays OFF ' c—•








10.4 Performance test - Long Fora
PROTOFL1GHT
IH-PROCZSS
,A///T . OR FLIGHT X . S/H C-O<-/ TEMPERATURE:/ 3 / ^
/1//A . QUAL /V//4 . OR ACCEPTAHCE v^~





























DESCRIPTION POSITIONS LIMITS PRIMARY REDTODANT
Calibrate cmrt gen — ~ v^ ]/^
Input bus current S26-1, S27-2 .pl^fliv .3i/£M.V
(S27-4 for •
redur.dant)
1S3SL output voltage S26-3, S27-1 30.0 4O.90V *3fi,(j f: ^^i^^>
HEX load current S26-3, S27-12 3.55 40.40A ~2,3<? %i<gf
Section 5.10.2 requires only checking voltage .- indicate -by checknarks.





















S27-6 - •- (/ • i^
S27-5 (/ L^^




S27-7 ' /X ^
S27r9 ... jX . ^""
S27-10 iX 4^
S27-10 ^X 4V
527-9 t.^ L- ^
S27-U X ^ ^^
S27-12 />' ^^
' S27-12 X / ^'
S26-1, S27-11 tX^ ^
S26-2, S27-1 S L^
S27-2 —S^L/ C
S27-2 Xx ^
S27-1 . Z^/ _J^7
, S27-3 -£^ -~^










37X b»i.-l-!i M^AX • r^fyEJ^












































































































































• ounut voltage S26-2.
v output voltage S26-2,










































S27-4 — ^ C ^^
S27-3 ^^ ^x'
S27-5 <X I/'




for HDT) ^ ^^
S27-9 -
for SOT) *^ fX
S27-1.0 /













S27-7 ' IX Je^I
S27-1
for 32T) ^^.^(^^^^
527-12 4.130 ^D.025A 4i-lJEi/*>' ^H •'*,£>*
S27-2 ,
for 32T) /g 7- S"'} ^ gQ\ /OG-Zi
3?£ Vo lease S26-1, S27-1 ?<Txi/-'
S27-2> <£.g<7 J^*-QC'
3PS Current S25-1, S27-2 ( Hd^S"-' /CiSj3.^
(S27-<i.)
5.10.3.3.4 C-rrent S25-3, S27-12
-67-
r.
ORIGINAL PAGE IS *&
' • Vc*-'ALi i if >^J^x
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10.4 Performance test (continued)
07M SWITCH






























Bl 4- output voltage
Bl + output ripple
Bl - output voltage
Bl - output ripple
B2 4- output voltage
B2 4- output ripple
B2 - output voltage
B2 - output ripple
B3 4- output voltage
B3 4- output ripple
B3 - output voltage
B3 - output ripple
B4 4- output voltage
B4 4- output ripple































































20.50 £2.507 jtf, <j2-fo\ QQ ' > % (
<600 n7 pk-pk K C j? d
-20.50 £2.507 ~2£,C $ MJ0.<3 3
<600 m7 pk-pk ^^? £ <J
20.50 £2.507 7/7. ^^\ 3<?> &7
<SOO m7 pk-pk j?.^ ., -^^
-20.50 £2.507 — ^i^tLjvfc.ff
<600 m7 pk-pk ^d 2. Q
20 . 50 £2 . 507 JZ(?'<^J ^?.60
<SOO.ffi7 pk-pk . ;?£ j^3
-20.50 £2.507 — xfc*/g /^T gd-^
<600 n7, pk-pk £ ^, . _^d-
20.50 £2.507 2*..£f M3O&\
<600 m7 pk-pk ^J 2d
-20.50 £2.507 — x?/T.^Z,^j
 LJ?/j._^2L.
<500 m7 pk-pk 3.£ ZL&
20.50 £2.507 /^JL2 to) Hjl'3~&
<£00 n7 pk-pk *4& ^4.<3
-20.50 £2.507 -^'/^ ^lO^>
<600 n7 pk-pk -^ C ^f6.
20.50 £2.507 Jtf.^O ^ 30.^7
<BOO m7 pl- -pk ft <~ ^L A
-20.50 £2.507 — Jf.*4lfcpa>G'?
<600 m7 pk-pk 2 £ r^Q
21.20 £2.127 3-2 'l3[iff?J.<-(i-l-
<B30 a7 pk-pk ^7 (^/ ^? rV
-21.20+2.127 ~* 33n^'ht£D.£T&
<630 m7 pk-pk 3.G ^ fl -
7 1 n JJ1 fl/Tt7 *""? "7 / /i ^A ^ 7 ^ V /
. 14/ >w . O*** ^v^UJ^w Uj / «ta^fc»». "
5.:-. 10.3.11.2 SMA 4-7V output ripple
(S?.7-8 for RDT)
Seen on Scope <210 n»7 pk-pk
-68-
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10.4 Parfonaftoca test (eoaciauad>
SSL DESCRimOH
WK &U1XCB
POSTnORS racrcs Jggmisg EEpnHBAgy







































































Band 5.7- volt, telcsstry














































































































































































































OF POOR QUALITY f-!i*?S Ts 166°3
I c VT/ Rev B
^-f^ 18 December
Performance test (continued) " —
DVM SWITCH MEA
DESCRIPTION POSITIONS LIMITS PRIMARY




















Analog + volt, telentry S26-6,
Analog - 1 S26-6,
El«ctro=ech. vLV
Outgas volt, teleaetry S26-6,


















SMA Htr «- y S26-8,
SMA Htr - load current S26-8.
S28-3 " 1.C ft
S28-4 312Z5
S28-5 t-i> d'Z'i




 • ^ 1-)«for RDT) 1 'fold
S28-9 ••• •
for RDT) /^-. /^ 6
S28-10
for RDT) ^ . «gV7_
S28-1 ^ - 3 2 Y
S28-2 • "' ^ ."22JL.
S *%Q 1 , **> & "2* £4 i Ga-^ U.^ r"
S23-4 -^ ^J^"
S28-5 -r. CfSO
S28-6 .. ^ £&£i
S28-7 ^ Trt^
S27-11 aV r 10 « Acpe / C. ^ ?^»

































S34-1 aV -r 0.5 - mA u7_ <••!**




'(jo) ?/. 7 "
f ^  J ) Js^^ .^
'(Jj) uZj^L^
(jj} T i /
Ct* r <-•
'(^; ^- "^ ^
''jj) ^^- ^ Vfr
\£f*7: ? /









REP. PARA, DESCRIPTION POSITIOHS JLIMTTS.
KEASTOEtSOT
S26-8. S34-3 «V ~ 0.402
S34-4 afl T 0.402
S34-5 V v 0.1 «
S34-6 &V -r 0.402 « :
S34-9 «? T 0.5 * aft
S34-10 »V -f 0.5 » a*
5.10.5.1.17 SMA +29V load current S26-8, S34-3 sV 7 0.402 « aA





5.10.5.1.23 Eleccromech. load current S26-8, S34-11 «V ~ 0.402 - aA
5.10.5.2.1 Bus pc»wer supply voltage S26-1, S27-1
(S27-3 for W»)
5.10.5.2.2 Bus input current S26-1, S27-2 sV •*• 10 - Amps
(S27-4 for RDT)
5.10.5.2.3 PIN (Section 5.10.5)
5.10.5.2.A PIK (Section 5.10.3)
5.10.5.2.5 PIJJ (svg)
5.10.5.2.9 Input current at current limit
Input voltage at current limit
HOC voltage at current liait













ORIGINAL P&r* /H*^ Ts *6603
°
F P



















"7.CZ t j , ,^
(S27-8 for RDT)
5.10.6.2 Photograph of transients induced on input bua current and SMA +7V
output voltage as SMA +7V output is being pulse-loaded-PRIMARY SIDE
(0.2A) CURRENT/ DIV; .,
(IV) VOLTAGE/DIV: 5
(200uS) SWEEP RATE;
5.10.6.2 Photograph of transients induced on input bus current and SMA +77
output voltage as pulse-load on SMA +7V outputs is being reaoved -
PRIMARY SIDE
A,C.
• •, > --^;, ^ ^ss^^ i^^ ,,^ p5^^TO^ c^?ag.«-^ ^
tJ _."; .?: -•-' ^ ^:^^i:K;->^^;^^^^- vr'^.-iifJ:^y |
.".. y-7 .'• "•• '^' ' ' -< r '' . ''.' ^.•jf'1" '^' "' '•'' "•"'•" ^ J
3.2A) OIRRENT/DIV; < J7/^
IV) VOLTAGE/DIV :_^J/









/ ' 10.4 Performance test (continued)
PARA DESCRIPTION
5.10.6.2 Photograph of transients induced on input bua current and SMA +7V
output voltage as SMA +7V output is being pulse-loaded-REDUNDANT SIDE
.. . • • • : . i, V. -,•"•:'•-.- • •• - ' •'• ' ? - , . '•- ~- -.---•: i s %• •
L.!J^i.4J^ j^);-'eaffi^
(0.2A) CURRENT/DIV; / X A.C.
(IV). VOLTAGE/DIV; 7. \J
<200uS) SWEEP RATE:
5.10.6.2 Photograph of transients induced on input bus current and SMA +7V








(200uS) SWEEP RATE: £fC
A.C.
-73-






SMA +7V TM- pulead









and SMA +7V load
~*if
-«S








sT-f-.-ij.:-'-.'-". i^ .-^Vr',"-;'^ '
•^ ^^ J«§«i»5S «^iiJi^ ^
^^^S -^S "^:
\'.'fi-J -'-'-,'' ; $ J- ' ^ .v'; -.t "- •:",V '^; i £"• ? "-V -*r'-^
;/& '^^ '';;' -%&^r^V.>;'; ./ ",
;i*vi' -'• f-^'^^jf^^f^. "'rCL^;'!-
* *. ' " - " • * - '5 .' " . . *-i*Jr » • i "•'viT • • ' , . " . *
• .' ' - - . " - ' - ^"^' ** . - ^. .- • '•'
-•*," •' .- ' -' " ' '
 f *• .
 r
 -yg. <C,V"J * *~ *-• • -^ i • \i
"«• •'•' J" i"-- -.;.~'/'ji— ' ;"--' "^-"•"*.* '.*~ r* 'T-* **• •
^^^4^5^^^^^•^ cci^^rT^^'- "^^"^^^^ •!>''"
•^;S^^% - •"'^ '"•."'7 .^%^ '-^°: --;-^ ;'
g{ -^f-f^/.W'-Viy.^C^^ -"^ • <:-
1
 /'-•' " y' V ^1-i"'?*;V''l'?iVl VV-"-
'•;->'''^', j^r '^''* • -" ''^ 'V' ; '^~- ^•'"•!t-'.*;
>-r.': ••/ - 'fgE^ -^^^-,^T-V^ y'- ^ '
•'•" »**t/; '**.•/- "^^41
>/r- i^? i'-i'^ j
. f .C'^ lC-*^
yjrr-???T^7- riw*«
-• - *^\ » E^----! '-^
^l-^?f&J
' --?. .- "- * — - ;•<-•£ .;w
-•-:.- '..- .-v-i-r^
•-- . -»' ^_*-* ". '-^ -i
' • ^ ;
;
 --X^v'-'l
• ' T •'•i"\-^^ "--i
-•r.:. .'.';- *«.- "cJy---,^' - {'/ST. -*
.2; -:- .;-;-.^ d
•T . •^~"S' vt,r;
--'. - "" "-'^ . i^? -'.;
-^ -.-^ .-^ -p -^







* Ceiag 0.1^-ahunt aed
100 mV/Div OB ccopc
rnotogrspn or cranaients inauceo on input bus current and SMA +7V loadj. iv. o.o rnot
current as pulse-load is being remavad-PRXMAR? SIDE
,. ^,i ;^ ^^,:^ &^ y^t; :^;^4i:^










10.4 Porforaanea taat (continued)
RgF. PARA. •
. ... , Photograph of transients Induced em input bus current end SMA * TV
. load current as SMA + TV output la being puloe loaded - REDUNDANT SIDE
r
'?. - *i.?i .'•- •'' -•; j '^^ '^-'-'-'~"-''^ j'--^^-A-Mv '^M '^~'-vV'".,-'\..V; '^^ v-H-riT|
^Js^ggg-^ izzZ'^ ^
?l.~-.r. '.'-.'."•. ••'-' ' ;^V :^, :i;" :> ^: ^ v';'"'.^^^'-'--^^;-^--;^
(1A)* SK& CUKRENT/DIV: 10<3 <H




100 mV/Div on ecop«.
5 10.6 6 Photograph of transients inducad on input bus current and SMA + TV












10,4 Performance test (continued^
"EF PARA. ' -• •' DESCRIPTION
ORIGINAL PAGE fS '•'^  ) ,0 *
OF POOR QUALITY ^^ December 1980
ru -
j.10.7.1 Photograph of reflectad input current ripple - PRIMARY SIDE
COTSENT/DIV:
(lOuS) SWEEP RATE:
5.10.7.1 " Photograph of. reflected input current ripple - REDUNDANT SIDE
y^ !^
-.-^ '--'".Vv5;"'i^ :''"^ '"-.;-*^ i.^ -^'^ -''<'-':;-"''''^
- - .
CORRE^ T/DIV:





,1.1 Input current - tuii load J»*t>-i,
(S27-4 for RDT).
,1.2 Input current w/o analog Same
load vr »w
,1.3 Photograph of tranaiencs induced on input bus current and analog + voltage as
analog output is enabled - PRIMARY SIDE • . .
*.';'.* ^VV#;:|f'^ ^ ,.>T-:'\:^ ;> i£\ vCO^ • .^ v j
'
:




5.10.8.1.3 ?notograpn or transients inouceo on input ous current and analog + \7oltaga as


















5.10.8.1.3 Photograph of transients induced an input bus curreat and analog + output
voltage as analog output i* enabled • SEDUNDANT SICE.
;. '';•:*•*;••'•^^^': i^^:f-''^^^:W-.':'^:.^-^:'}M
'?,--•*-? • -?':.; ' • '^ ify.'Z" -• '<v;v: v^:^ i5'---;:r/'.' -•': c'^ S^
-^
;
 ''v;\ ^ j^^ v^ v^ ^^ ^^ ^^  ^^ i;;.'^'!?;!
^^ ^^ ^^ .^ .^ f^eaags^ ^^ Si^ v^^ A^M^ fea
(2V)
(500uS)
5 10 8 1 3 Photsgraph of transients induced on input bus current and analog •*• output





10.4 Performance test (continued^
/ .T. PARA. DESCRIPTION
ORIGINAL PAGE IS








1.10.8.2.1 Input bus current w/o SMA S26-1, S27-2
+7V load (S27-4 for RDT) ___
5.10.8.2.2 Photograph of transients induced on input bus current and SMA +7V output
voltage as SVA +7V is enabled - PRI1-IARY SIDE.
//'' ?/^  * •'-' ^  * -^ l r^ /!_/ *?—Sfr.-vA,,^  j J^ T •W.-.Jjf^ i^ 1,:J,j^,-..tB-" ,-~yM.^ .^a^ -i
:v4;-^ -^ i^ M^s^ S^ i^ i^^ M^
(5V) VOLXAGE/DIV: 3 f
(1A) CimREOT/DIV: //?
.(2DOuS) SWEEP FATE: $^^
• . - . . _5.10.8.2.2 Photogvaph of transients induced on input bus current and SX^ +77 output
voltage as SMA +7V is disabled - PRIMARY SIHE.
' -^= ?- ----'"'- *a-i3^ -:X' it~-^ \^4'-'-"













J.10.8.2.2 Photograph of transients induced on input bus current and SMA +7 oucpu't
voltoge as SMA +?V is enable** - REDUNDANT SIDE
(5V) VOLIAGE/PJV; 3 I'
/ tf
(2QOuS) SWEEP RATE: ^ O 6 L-.
Phonograph of transients induced on input bus current and SK& +7V output
volrage as S.MA -(-TV is disabled - JSDUSDAKT SH>E
- - , . - . - . , • - . / - ' :^ • - v-- -
al^ iE^ it^ A^ii^ v^ i^ -itoi'issji^ i^^ ^^ Jtr^ ili
VQLtAGE/DIV: 2 i'
CORRENT/DIV: / tf
SWEEP RATE: Ov /:
-80-
>7V. '* '










5.10.8.2.3 Input bus current w/o S26-1, S27-2
SMA +29V load . (S27-4 for RDT) .
5.10.8.2.4 Photograph of transients induced on input bus current and SMA +29V output
voltage *B SMA +29V is enabled - PRIMAEJf SIDE
fi^
' - X w ~ " h ' ' ' *- - ' . - ^ - - r ' ' ' •
;. •: ;-7/^ :^ !^r^?^^^^
f •- U; .V-- r -~s? f^ —>.-rjl^:^*^X^^q '^."y^TtrP^y^p^^y^^^-"-^*vs»" '^iVr^y • i*"1
I". ;%;Vv -v'3^ '^ . i*::W f^v '^:7 i^5 ^ ^1 v^ ••••^?V;..-;
• • " - • - ^ — ' ' ' ' • "
 T
~ ' ' '
T
^ * ' -
-•" .'-^T •"-'-'• • 1:?£> f5^ M^ ;^'.^ 2^ ;^V'^:ti:iii:S
- ' ;'.-*'"; i^ -„ -^ T^ ^^ ^^ '^^ ti.^ .^'^ tl^ .^^ iKi^ii'.V^L-i'^.-i's*^.''' '^ t ''.^
;.-. ^XieL^ fe-^ !^ «^ftgy»'T'Tifi»^ g^^ -^«*»^ -^ '=^ -^ T^
• (2V) VOLTAGE/DI7; / Ly
(0.5V) CURRENT/DIV:
(InS) SWEEP
5.10.8.2.4 Photograph of transients inducea on «pu. ous currant and s5T+29V output
voltage as SMA +29V is disabled - PRIMARY SIDE
'-^ --'^ -- •-•-•-;;;'• ^ -VO-"•='•'•• ::;'-£'-vJv^ .-^ r'^
jf- l^ ^^ ^^ ^^ 7^^ ^^ ^^ ^
• ^ . - *-^T-''~* •-? ,~. _: '. .^ -^--..- -^ "* -~f- j- • • ,•'.<?











5.10.8.2.4 Photograph of transients Induced on input bus curreat and SWA +29V output"
voltage ea SMA +29V is enabled - REDUNDANT SIDE
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ f^i^
/, ?;:-;V •>';• '^"" '^Av' :..V; '^^Ji^V' .'•-|
^•-?iJ^f^i3^^liSs^-rfe^^^S|
p. -z^? '^^ : : '^M^^©|l;^v; ^ ^SSS I^





5.10.8.2.4 Photograph of transients induced CQ input bus current and SMA +29V output
voltage as *29V is disabled - REDUNDANT SIDE
^r ^
 ; -?-. r £, ; '--o,.' -£''i 2~ " V-.J-" i^ ;^i^^<> J-'" :"" ,'.'_, ' • "- "*'"*V>";'^|
I- • .''.A-' -L'.'^- ' 7U-^. •-•*".'•'.rir-yj4-_.-^'.-.- . .; : . . . . . "'-^.'_-.^
tf^_... . j >.. •!.>_- -• -JT^ ..._ * I/i«i£i--T"?'_ -, Vli^ ^^^ l^2& i^».^ tl^ -jiEJt* i^'jcfiS*LK3
(2V) VOLTAGE/DI7 :JjJ_
(0«5) CD5RENT/DIV; . <:'/
(InS) SWEEP RATE: Sec
-82-
-.-^ M» • TS 16603
ORIGINAL PAGE B ^!\ $&* B
OF POOR QUALITY
 t •£»; } 18 December 1980









orrent and CDVU output





f_ .0.8.3,2 Photograph of transients induced on input bus current and CDVU output
voltage as CDVU is disabled - PRB1ARY SIDE
=s:-«v-: ' :-- ; ' - . < : • ' . - ." ' t -^^
:





10.4 Performance teat (continued)
•*. PARA. DESCRIPTION
ORIGINAL PAGE IS <I>






5,10.8.3.2 Photograph of transients induced on input bus currant and COVU output





5.10.8.3.2 Photograph es transients induced on isput bus currout and O)VU output
voltage ss COVU is disabled - REDUOTANT SIDE
:
-' '•. '•jJLi^iAkrf-.;: :i':':c l^JLLi!;fc i^g -^-'T; !^'<:&'^ :a-L!.;>1v-
•
'"•. • ' - . ' i ^ r : i£i^, ii-r-;''"«fe"- '^^^-'"'^4%'V^^r^^^^
(2V) VOLTAGE/PI?; f I''





» Ci" '\!>-v /





5.10.9.1 Photograph of turn-off transtenc of input bus voltage and input bus current




Photograph of turn-off transient of input bus voltage and input bus currant



















UDT stays off when bus Sl-ON (S2-ON
is reapplted. for RUT)
Photosraph of turn-on transient of bus voltage and current to ON cocaand
is issued - PRIMARY SIDE
fe^y^JL-i^feui^
Photograph of turn-on transient or ous




and! current a* ON coaanand
v
 .(^J^fcfT'^ ' **_,_*I',' ' j"»" t~-f*a iiff) ., . ^ ,^ , - ., ^  _ • . -• ^
'•• : :v, -;^;:^^-:l-BF^%' -^":;^




-- i^:-; j-iJO^'Pi ::fe^33




fSA) rTTORSNT/DIV: _ .T/f"
(IBOmS) SWEEP RATE: /<?/?/•»«
ORIGINAL PAGE 13
OF POOR QUALITY






5.10.9.4 Photograph of turn-off transient of Input bus voltage and current as OFF
command is issued - PRIMARY SIDE
<5V>
(5A)
(lOmS) SWEEP RATS; /£ .~<
VOLTAGE/PI? i
CURRENT/PI? ;
5.10.9.4 Photograph of turn-off transient of input buo voltage and current as OFF




1 l : ; ;
-- '• - ' ' " " ' ' ' "'
(5V)
(5A)



























Record that UTJT turns on. (Checknark)
Input bus current AFTER
it reads — 17A AND input
bus voltage reads — 21V.
































































































Band !» ourput vo l t age
Sand 1- oucput vol tage
2+
t 3- T








































































'~n DUALITY \i3/ SEaTa***!1 ifflu
BTO sanca MEASUSBERT
DESCRIPTION gQSmOIS LDgTS PaiM&SY BBDIJHDAWr























Parasitic <& « f
Parasitic output voltaga 526-3,













Baod 5,7+ IM output S26-5,
527-12 ~ 7?. S<^ -n.^i" j
^^^"^«^» ;
527-1 35.2'2-~ "i^ .lH
•fc^«^M9^W ^MMM^^^B ;
527-2 - .7>/C - L^.^fa
527-3 27.1? 1^>7 !
527-4 ' — ff?3> 4/ -1\-70 \
527-5 3^4 1 ,^^  I






For BUT) N/A >«-g« 5
527-10 - &jL£f£ H/A ^
(S27-12 N/A -3.1. fa0
for RDT)
527-2 ^g^g < J - ' °
527 -3 7-g^d ^JxL
527-4 c?7^2- ^dC>\
527-5 - ,-7uCtf f" •7-b.'?1
527-6 , <L,^& */^.*f1
527-7 /£$•**& <C*<.0'Z-
527-9 S/v3? _^ N/A N
(527-10 N/4 3^.°' 3
for RDT) 7
528-5 4-JzjLz -^..fst
528-6 *v •?^>^' -^ii^ s^
528-7 ^y. ?5Y 4>-Ztt
528-8 -^' "3^^> ^'JE££^
528-9 ^'IZZr ^'M a l '
528-10 ^ ' ^'/ ^ «^ "S?f
528-11 ZJ^-i- ' ^  £j*-n~Z-~
528-12 ^ '^^^ ^ '?•$"(



















































Outgas - TM output .
Bus voltage
Input bus current













VOutgas - »uq>ut voltage.




POSITION trans mma? BEDBKB&OT





 / o . l / ^ <£,22J?
828-4
 4uZLl' 4j^ g.3
S28-5 ^ <j£l3 <U.£%7
S28-6 " /^,^& .^^ J^
S28-7 _





S26-5, S28-1Q ^L^^ 3>%it'7
(S28-12 for RDT)
S26-6, S28-2 ^'JZZ 5^£LZ^
1
S28-3 <£• .cy^'2- ^^~^
S28-4 ^.^9 &L23il
• S28-5 ^.z^'gy £i>3£<£
y S28-6 5".j£jL^ <^f^f^-^
S26-6, S28-7 <^,^>^ <"T/7T
S26-1, S27-1 3J2l££>' "3*? < GO
(S27-3 for RDT)
S26-1, S27-2 3C f^ ~3<f'2<a
(S27-4 for RDT)
S26-2, S27-5 ?/-^ •'LLf.^
Seen on Scopo <S30 t^ pk-pk ^ <^ LAC'
S26-2, S27-6 ~ <2*Li& -~2J^i(
Seen on Scope <530 m? pk-pk ^f_C_ L4 £
S26-3, S27-3 "7,5^3 ~7-75*/
Seen on Scope ^40 sV pli-pk ^ C> _**L<2_
S26-3, S27-7 gTZ^^ <?7. /^
Se*n on Scopa 2.507 pk-pk 3££l** Z^d
S26-3. S27-9 ^,* -,£. -> A <f<?(S27-10 for RDT) Vg '^^ ~rr




10.4 Performance teat (continued)























5.10.13.5 Outgas output telemetry S26-6, S28-7
5.10.14.1 Photograph of reflected input current ripple in outgas mode — PRIMARY SIDE
KAi^ v^ Sfcq^ J^a^ .;.~.S;.w^ ^
5; lO. iH.i ruoi.uSia^u
(lOuS) SWEEP RATE;
outgas mode — REDUOTANT SIDE
rrf'Wi
(2mA) CURROT/DIV:














5.10.15.1.1 Input current with CDVU S26-1, S27-2
off. (S27-4 for RDT)
5.10.15.1.2 Photograph of input bus current and CDVU output voltage as CDVU load
Is enabled - PRUiARY SIDE
o--r" -- —r->. wv« i.u*
Is disabled - PRIMARY SIDE
(2V) VOLIAGE/DIV; if
(ImS) SWEEP RATE: /
output voltage as CDVU load
•^ •:-'.:^ .^ •£— "ci^i^i r*f ^
•' -":• W. •-? -' '• •' '.>--' ••>: • ~f-~- *." Vv> ?.^. .,- ••:>•!;
"'•'., i'~;:://:;:4V-^"- '••-•''•*'''''^-?''-".•?••*#'?.'•••'.*
^i:'^ .^;:?:r}u:''j>:-;;p.^
- -.•;-trv-~:--.'.'-""i-.1*.%"-.r-.-: • ' • - • - : • • = • • • ^.-;.i
^•-. 4A\::.2^^a^^-^a^--.^ -:.--:.^ ^-v .;•->
(2V) VOLIAGE/DIV: 3 '-/
(200mA> CURRENT/D17: Jt6
(2fflS) SWEEP RATE: / sti
-93-







5.10.15.1.2 Photograph of input bus current and COW output voltage as CDVU'load
Is enabled - REDUNDANT SIDE
Tfc-V-^'iJ'-r"'"





5.10.15.1.2 Photograph of input bus current and CDVU output voltage as CDVU load
is disabled - RZDLTOAin SIDE
(2V) VOLTACE/DIV;
(200nA)
(2n£) SWEEP RATE: //?,
3/2









5.10.15.2.1 Input bus current with S26-1, S27-2
outgas disabled (S27-4 for RDT)
5.10.15.2.2 Photograph of input bua current and outges voltago aa outges load
la «nabl«d - PRIMARY SIDE
» • ' . * " " ' V" : * " -•'"^•'""'fi. ''-" .:L'* " '^ J ~^' ?- ^ ' ,'V3"yrl^ ''"-,; '-"'".'•'f •'""'' '-''r'^ \r .'^
'•'"'• " .', V'.->-V''-J' '.IV' ;-v '•"'•'•.-'-,' r"v "*,I"''^  .^'A* -=->-"-, • ,"!- v^ .-' ^V-fej
* / • ^'-: -c ^-^ 5^ : •, •>- •->-,>• •->• •^%5:-.v.:^-r»^'.^
t •-•\'T"-.*T. ,-^ ,"?^  -t-^1" '• •/'••*"•.••' v^ ",^  ~^ -.'%j.
 a--:.v--
;rr,o.3





SWEEP RATE: _/;t« C.
5.10.15.2.2 Photograph of Input bua current end outgas voltage as outgaa load
la disabled - PRIMARY SIDE
(5V)
(2A)
(2nS) SWEEP RATE: f.i, <•
VQLIAGE/OIV: tT
CURRENT/ 0 IV :~
-95-
ORIGINAL A,* O






5.10.15.2.2 Photograph of input bua current and outgao voltage is outgas load





S.10.15.2.2 Photograph of input bus current and outgas voltage as outgas load
is disabled - REDUNDANT SIDE
a^ i^&ll.'-^ ajg'ui'y'irii'iTtfyii^ 'iSi^
(5V) VOLIAGE/PI7:
(2A) CURREHT/DI7:






















SMA Htr ^output voltage
SMA Htr +load current
SMA Htr -output voltage









* (5.10.16.5 x 5.10.16.6)
+ (5.10.15.7 x 5.10.16.8)
+ (5.10.16.9 x 5.10.16.10)
DVM SWITCH MEASUREMENT
POSITION LIMITS PRIMARY aEDONDAKT
S26-1. S27-1 ' $5)05"
 f ^^^<rc(S27-3 for ROT) • ;
S26-1, S27-2 /5^?W<L.,/5/S3(S27-4 for ROT) <p>J
S26-2. S27-5 " <J(, $ 7 / j ;) 27..? /
S26-8, S3A-1 CJ7.I(,~S. .<^<?,G<3
S26-2, S27-6 - 313,2 3 ^22.715
S26-8. S34-2 - ^JLS^^jf/" 5l2f
S26-3, S27-3 *7.'<fc7 ^ ~7. 14
S26-8, S34-10 'JT7^^
 flfe.j , 376'
S26-3, S27-9 (S27-10) "^2 -^ fc>; ?/'^2.
S26-8, S34-7 /t^iZL^.i l&Cf^l*
&3,T7£ &>,4o<?
Priawry) (Redundant) /f»^7^ IO'/27
5>W/> iS/v'A













10.4 Performance teat (continued)
5.10.17.1 Photograph of input bus current and input bus voltage
as is disable - PRIMARY SIDE
•^ -<;~ *:'•'•:?•£&? £&^
(5V) V01TAGE/DIV:
(2&) CURRENT/D1V: .?./^
(InS) SWEEP RATE: //^  SL
5.10.17.1 Photograph of isput bus current and input bus voltage











10.4 Performance test (concinued)
5.10.17.2 Unit stays off (check)
Primary Redundant
5.10.17.3 Photograph of input bus current and input bus voltage
as is enabled • PRIMARY SIDE




5.10.17.3 Photograph of input bus current and input bus voltage as
as is enabled • REDUNDANT SIDE-
f^Clllp^ j^ f-TM'SB
,^ bv-S-;.^ Fv*.^ fe':;|











5.10.17.4 photograph of input bus current and input bus voltage




5.10.17.4 Photograph of input bus current and input bus voltage






ORIGINAL PAGE IS .
OF POOR QUALITY











Record that UUT operates
correctly.
(checkmark)
Photograph of input bus current_and MDX output voltage as MUX enable




5.10.18.2 Photograph of input bus currant and parasitic output -voltage as parasitic'"
enable coesand is issued (all loads are ON except ouirgas) — PRIMARY SIDE
(5V) VOLTACE/DIV: £"V
(5A) CURRENT/DIV: 2-/T
(20mS.D SWEEP RATE: J^ 2H£
y •i»y,ti^ r-yrT':^ r?j~'^ Tr°yn!





,S"iO/ 18 December 1980
18.1 Photograph of Input bus current and MOX output voltage as MUX enable
command is issued (all loads are ON except outgas) -REDUNDANT SIDE
(5V) VOLTAGE/DIV:
. (5A) .CURRENT/DI7; 2-/I-
(20nS) SWEEP RATE: /O^ u (f C,
j.10.13.2 Photograph of input bus current and MUX output voltage as parasitic
enable coaaaand is issued (all loads are OK except outgas) — REDUNDANT SIDE"
(5v) Volts/Div: -
•(5A) Current/Div: Z-/vT-
(20nS) Sweep Rate: (V,
-102-
ORIGINAL
OF POOR QUALITY /
 T^V S30




flEF. PARA. DESCRIPTIOH gOSTTIOHS LTMITiL
5.10.18.4 TJndervoltage Trip Point
(ON/OFF)
5.10.18.5 OUT etayi OFF
5.10.18.6 Dodervoltag* Trip Point
(OFF/OH)






















10.4 Performance test - Long Form




















S26-3, S27-1 30.0 +0.907
S26-3, S27-12 3.55 +0.40A ^i^^J



































































































































Aaalo§ •* . • -S27--&
Zlecrzoaec2.
"S27-6














































































































































































































































































































































































5. 10. 5. 1.15
5.10.5.1.16
PESCKIFTXQS










Analog + volt, telemtry


















S>iA Htr + ', |r















. (827:^ 12. f or RUT)
-S26-6, S28-1






S26-3. 527-11 raV J 10.?
.S26-3, S2.7-12 nV v 10.= Aiaps












S26-8. S34-1 mV-r 0.5 -










5.10.5.1.21 Sad loose t«r
5.10.5.1.22 CDVTJ
5.10.5.1.23 Elcctrosech. lead currant
5.10.5.2.1 Bu» power supply \





82*-«. S34-3 »V -5- 0.402 •
£34-4 aff r 0.402 •
S34-5 V T O.I •
S34-6 aV f 0.402
S34-9 «V f 0.5 •
S34-10 BV •!• 0.5 • oA








Input currant at currsae liait
Input volteg« at current llsait
MUX voltag* At currant listtt




, .- • r •;. •
 4 c ; a : = 7 ^  * T -" 7 .-
c;r
 :•" i z MI; •• = "f. : s
. : c • -.
 r- : j , , r i a j.- » 1- ^- •:' -J ? ri
' '^ . •' ^v^E1 0!= 7c'-'-. li'f^
•'•T I N ^ M * P-? i fE c ' r !• >••••' 7 i
-71-
\ _•














+7V output pulsed S26-2. S27-7 7.1O +O.80V
(S27-8 for RDT)
Photograph of transients induced on input bua current and SKA +77





'-~ y ' ' - .c-,• • -^:--.*?>" •>.•'*-, 'r ••>' - - *t~e ., Vrr-'.?T^ - --V' - ''".,
,•' '< £'*''--:'&+~-'>'-'J '^ -'^ '^V^ ^^ y^ -^ 1 '^-'^ -"1—j-''-»:t-^ *^'^
r;-.'•-„••"-".'^ V i' if".. !'-''-::^ i:'.:v".:;*'y"V.4-'^ :V>-"-:.:''> -'^ >?-C^ ; -^'»{?^
^
::; .^ pP?V.-^:'^ .^:'%^ti^ '^pCi^|
^" •'
:
' '"'^f'•';'^: '£"; - ->  •: ^  • "•'••" -' ~;-r' -f-- -"*': • :; • -' ^  •'J -^ *






Photograph of transients induced on input bus curreoz aad SKA
output voltage as pulse-lead on SMA +7V outputs is being reasovsd -
PRIMARY SIDE . -














10.4 Perforeaaee test (continued)
DESCRIPTIOH.
5.10.6.2 Photograph of transients Issduced on input bus currene and SMA +77






5.10.6.2 Phocograph of transients Induced on Input bus current sad SH&-f77






















(S26-8. S34-5SMA +7V load current-
pulsed
5.10.6.6 Photograph of transients Induced on input bus current and SMA +7V losd





100 BV/Div on ocopa
«SIB
5.10.6.6 Photograph of transients induced on input bus current end SMA +77 load
current ae pulse-load r's being reiaoved-PaiHARY SIDE
^ '
Si>-'-^^ ^r^>pr*<<*;"ir~-T^.f^5ET^':"3gJ1'"i^-f tv^"'3fTiTT^5FT^:^narr-^: '"3^*
r ' '9>i-a»niu>».._— __!! Ei_^iutiJUiiii31i9'
-74-
(IA>* SKA CURHENT/DIV:







10.4 P«rfontgne« t«8t (continued)
5.10.6.6 Photograph of transients induced oo input bus current cad §*la <• 79






 ' •- ' ••' i?' ' ' : '..•
100 ©V/Div OQ seojQ.
5.10.6.6 Photograph of transients induced on input bus current and SMA •*• 7?
load current as pulse-load is removed - REDUNDANT SIDE







10.4 Performance test (continued^
PARA.! • DESCRIPTIOH
' • TS 16603-.
ORIGINAL PAGE IS Jf J .
OF POOR QUALITY 18 **"*« 1980
e.r . r*\iv*Vt - ..^ ^ .^^ ^^ f^cji^ ^^^^^^^^^^^^^s^^^^sg^^^^^^MM^^MMM^ i^^ *^^*^^**"1^***^^1^^^^^8^^
.10.7.1 Photogra^ of raflacted tnpnc .entrant rlpplo - 2BB5&3S SIDE
SHEEP KATE:
5.10.7.1 Photosraph of reflectad lapnt current rlppls - SEDOJOJ&KT SIDE





5 10 8 1.1 Input current - full load S26-1, S27-2
" ' (S27-4 for RDT)
5.10.8.1.2 Input current Wo analog Sane
5.10.3.1.3 * Photograph of transient* induced on input boa current and analog + voltage as
analog output la enabled - PSIKARY SIDE
- • - « • • v r r « i n - 3
!
- - :S- ••-• 1'-;--¥lt-.:-4/--' .l":^-^y ••''!(---.% ; : •-.if'.^ 'iJFrt'-'
• --a-.j^ -i, ji^ <? f^ti>C-i3t^ «_vJt->.^ «*j4.^ ;-i»x.r;—;»Js .^-_atAt-Ui4l.S-W>
V- •^'^ ^ '^l^ ^ -^S^Ss:^ ^^
^j^m^^m-^^^
^^m^K^-^$^T^ry- /•- jj-.5O^:*j> - lt-».;- -,.'i' . ^ .X^t- -. .tJC.•--ij^^ ^ ^4*-^^^;
-.-: -.^ .-?-?T5-—*- -^r^-i-LH'^ °£:2fv^"^^* •-"'^ •rT'.^3y^
.-;•-•;• V5 . te;;-if .;.»!• ,v-.:- '^vr i^^ r-vri^ .'^ '^
'." -.'.^ '^v'^ Tf•'-'.' r^-.V*-'v~: --.-:- •;i$t5"vi''d"?.1-'i'-:- ^ '".^ i^"*'
: J-:. tv.-^ j>'5t;Jfeja;SAj-3ife5a^Si^ aifei''fe7fcgiS^omr1ag
VOLIACE/DIV:.
!(U) • CUBSEMT/DIVi
'(SOOuS) SWEEP RATE: $&&&&£.
. — » ••• • • . f . •
5.10.8.U3 "Ffiotograpti oi trarialetses Induced on input bus current end analog f voltage as
analog output is disabled - PRIMARY SIDE
'' JE .' -•
' • " • ' - " • • = =
; ? s ^ ; ? ; ; = = = v M ? - - f c "










10.6 7erf;r=anee test (eocrlsu
TS 16603
Scv B
5.10.8.1.5 Photograph of rranjioat* induced on lapot baa carrot oad analog + Bugput
voitaga «s aaalt0 output la snail ad - 2E2BJSH5JT SS£.
CCBSSJT/DI7:
(SOOuS) s«JEa 2A32:
5.10.S.I.3 Piistsgraph of transients iaduc»d or is?«e bus currsnc «ad analog-*•-eutpae
















Input bus curraat v's -Tlfr S2S-L, S27-2
+77 load . (S27-4 for.EDX)
Photograph of transients induced cm JLnput. boa cnvj eat cmf





5.10.8.2.2 Phocograph of transiants- induced on iaput bus casreent and SM& :P77 otjfpue"''"
voltags aa SMA -J-7V ia disebled - PRH-2&2Y SIDE. . .













5 10.8.2.2 Fhotogvaph of transients induced on input bus current and SMA +7 output
. voltage aa SMA +7V ie anabled • REDUNDANT SIDE




5.10.8.2.2 Photograph of transients induced on input bus current and SMA -*-7V output
voltage as SMA +7V is disabled • REDUNDANT SIDE
<: £$•« tk'^[."-'-lp':i-'-«- :



















5.10.8.2.4 Photograph of transients induced on input bus current and SMA +297 output




'Photograph of transients induced on input bus current and SKA. +297 oufiput
















5.10.8.2.4 Photograph of transients induced oa input bos current and st<a *297-joutpat
voltage as SMA. +23V. id enabled - 2EDUNDAHT SIDE
(27) . VOLT&S2/DI7
(Oo5&) • COEESHT/DXP
f • ^ ' • - " ' • ".
(LaS) SWEEP "
5.10.8.2.4 Ehotograph of transients iaducad on. input bus- current and S5& -HS7 aaiptac
voltage as ±29V 13 disablad; - REDDKDAST-SIDE -





















"Photograph of transients induced on input bus current and CDVU output
voltage as CDVU is enabled - PRIMARY SIDE
. - •(2V) "
(0.5A)
(laS) SHEEP RATE:
.10.8.3.2 Photograph of transients induced on input bus current and CDVU output
voltage as CDVU is disabled - PRIMARY SIDE
.v"'J[TTl?v"l>r ^7;^ r.^ S^7]r-",-lf':r-:.!f.-^I7ii










10.4 Performance test (continued)
?AHA, , PESCKIPTTOTi
5.10.8.3.2 Photograph of transients induced on input bus current and O>VU oatput
voltage as OVU is enabled - REDUIOJANT SIDE
(0.5A)
(IssS)
5.10.8.3.2 Photograph as transients induced on input bus current and -CDVU output
voltage as CDVU is disabled - HZDUSDANT SIDE
(O.SA). CDSBESTT/DITij






5.10.9.1 • Phocojraph of turn-off- craneienc of Input ^aa,yolt«ge. and input bos current
• • qp K»u VOltiftS is IfifflOVcd — PBTMUgY SXDS
.(550 ' ,
(500oS)
Photograph of turn-off tracateat of input bod voltage-and input .baa enrrent






















Photograph of turn-on transient of bus voltage and current as ON command
la issued - PRIMARY SIDE
f-\^ -'^ ;'1^ ;^;r^^:?P!:^^^IP3t^ r^!":'r'i;lE33r^St
(5A) .
(IGOaS) SHEEP' RAIE:
5.10.9.3 Photograph of turn-on transient of bus voltage and current as ON ccnsnand
La issued - REDUNDANT SIDE
:v£'O.;--.-. p .-jp-VlH"' Sfe.o««c • 4lvf.--3K~F? ^^(tes^a i
yj&ilil:rJKI3C!^£j3&^l^bL3l^Lsfef3 s-
£*:LMr. --^-Sg--^ ^flfc^y ->*•- "^t^^^y?^^-- *-J™











5.10.9.4 Photograph of turn-off transient of input bos voltage
command is issued - PRIMARY SIDE cad current as OFF
< <
(IdsS) S85EB ti&S&z
5.10.9.4 Photograph of turn-off transient of input boa voltage and cosrenc Tio-OFF
conanand is issued - REDUNDANT SIDE
^i-jL "~-,'Jr _^"lt*^iIaJ«i^_<it,i^JLr^-t_Ti^ jli
,:. :;-:_:J;._..,/C_«L^,^.._ :J£_; Jle.-J::^ j|-
'-' -?'i •••; T-^^FW -nr^































Record that CUT turns on. (Checkmark)
Input bus current AFTER
it reads — 17A AND input
bus voltage-reads ~.21V.


























































































Saod !•? output voltage
















































10.4 rer'forcaapc* teat (continued)
OTH S3XXC3









































































































Outgas - IH output
.Bus voltage



















Outgao - output voltage




































5.10.12.12 Parasitic output ripple Seen on Scope <900 mV pk-pk
—91-




























Photograph of reflected input current ripple in outgas mode — PRIMARY SIDE
f^^ sl'wrlll a't %f-v.l' s !!• Siii'sJ
•^^ W'l ? * *'*• ?'" "- r T: l *' • if"* ?-!?
. .-. - • - .• .. ...-
•''^..R.^ a^ • •- •• -. <;.'•, " - I--- -.-.>•'-"l-.s^ ft
CURRENT/DIV:
: (lOuS) SWEEP RATE:
5vlO.14.1 Photograph of reflected input current ripple in outgas mode — REDUNDANT SIDE
Ififif ? f!»TF!?!¥'fTI|?!li!il|ifff|
• • • • • . • : ? .slfrr





















2 Photograph of input bus current and CUVU output voltage 88 GDVU-~ioad
is enabled - PRIMARY SIDE
5.10.15.1.2 Photograph of input bus current and CDVU output voltage -se-CD70 load
is disabled «• PRIMARY SIDE












5.10.15.1.2 Photograph of Input bus current and CDVU output voltage as CDVO load
is enabled — REBUNDAHT












i; j » is ti./;''ViiitSa^Tfe
fc^it^^^ijsJI^^
~- * T_-!™'gi!?^ML2iJ!ST"^st7i^ ?Pi;^ .^>^ -^^ »ssg -^^ v^»» -^~><-»ji'
Wl 70LTACE/DIV:_
S) .SHEEP" RATE :1^C^.
-5.10.15.1.2 Photograph of input bus-current and COTU output voltaSo as C3WT load
la disabled — SSDnNDAOT SIDE
A -^T^P^^^^_.;_ i^_^ t^Lp^ ^ ^ 4 .^ 7-,-J .-^









10.4 Perforaance test (continued)
RET. PARA. DESCRIPTION
DVM SWITCH
POSITIONS LIMITS PRIMARY REDUNDANT




5.10.15.2.2 Photograph of Input bus current and outgas voltage aa outgas load





5.10.15.2.2 ?hotbgraph of input bus current and outgas voltage aa outgss load
is disabled - PRIMARY SIDE
r^:-v.|r v^
.>..-»
-Mfe. -.l-vifv-- if^ .-if ^ r -*
 ; ^ --iJfek^i;jl_J,._.Jl_^-^sfc ,V-JL.~_i JlL^-ulviL^jili ,-j - i ',
(5V)
(2A) CIIRRENT/DI7:
(2nS) SWKKP RATE: f
-95-
V- ORIGINAL PAGE »
OF POOR QUALITY





5.10.15.2.2 Photograph of input bus current and outgaa voleago aa ootgaa load
ia enabled - REDUNDANT SIDE
(510
(SOOuS) STSEZP
5.10.15.2.2 Photograph of input bua current and outgas voltage aa-oatgaa load
is disabled - REDUNDANT SIDE
r )j \v..iJ^r^»^^^^P-~^F-=rr;rr*7 '^ir~^••£,_ ^-^tij^iiJ'^ffiji^cSSLj^liii^Lii.JL^.3t;j:-jr"
'"^ ^JMS^^^Mfa&Gj1







OF POOR QUALITY -M BLJI^.BL IClOO
10.4 Performance teat (continued) &&*-& 94-&I
™«^« ^^^ ^0vK awjLxw* . K£ASu232^3T i
BET. PARA. DESCRIPTION POSITICS* tPg^S PRTMAHY BgDUHDAOT |
5.10.15.1 BPS voltage S26-1, S27-1
(S27-3 for EOT)
5.10.16.2 BPS current 526-1, S27-2
(S27-4
5.10.16.3 SMA Htr +output voltage 526-2, S27-5
5.10.16.4 SMA Htr +load current 526-8,534-1
5.10.16.5 SMA Htr-output voltage S26-2, S27-6
5.10.16.6 SMA Htr -load current S26-8, S34-2
5.10.16.7 CSVU output voltage S26-3, S27-3
5.10.16.8 CpVU load current S26-8, S34-10
5.10.16.9 Parasitic output voltage S26-3, S27-9 (S27-10)
5.10.16.10 Parasitic load current S26-&, S34-7
5.10.16.11 . Input power
(5.10.16.1 x 5.10.16.2)
5.10.16.12 -Output power (S^^EZ) (Redt?^d.Pt)
((5.10.16.3 x 5.10.16.4) ,
+ (5,10.16.5 x 5.10.16.6).
+ (5.10.15.7 x 5.10.16.8),





I N - P U T so:Jc^= 46
OUTPUT P O W E P = 17
E F F I C I E N C V = it*. 5
CD'.'U- - 2?5
pflsRi T ~ T L = ' • i?4 •
iM?"JT P O W E ? = 4* 223













'Rr j^'^ ~^ ?^ W^ '^ ''^ '^ 'r*<'nia*"a°^ *~^ *~J^ M: >v;:£p<fe*3^ ^
• "-i;V» • t.,:^ fis i^*fc?£:'5iri_,Li3i' jiu&JjAaSfc3t—Set' — -,\^ ;a3i:
• * - « • • - „ : ^~ ._,f._ ,;




5.10,17.1 Photograph of iaput bus current
as la disabled - 3EOUHDAKT SIDE








10.4 Performance test (continued)
5.10.17.2 Unit stays off (check)
5.10.17.3 Photograph of Input bus current and input bos voltage







3.10.17.3 Photograph of input bus current and inpat bo» wltage
es ia enabled - RZDDNDANT SIDE" • as
ro ^ 1^ 163
- _ - - . .















5.10.17.4 Photograph of input bus current and input bus voltage
is is disabled- PRPIABY SICE
(2V) J^LZAGE/DIV:
(2A)-' • COR^ EHT/DIV:
. (10oS). SWEEP BATE:
5.10.17.4 Photograph of input bos current and input bus voltage






















5.10.17.5 Record that OUT operates (checkmark)
correctly.
5.10.18.1 Photograph of input bus current_«nd MUX output voltage as MUX enable
consnand Is issued (an loads are ON except out gas) — PRIMARY SIDE




5.10.18.2 Photograph of input bus current and "parasitic "output voltage as parasitic"










.10.18.1 Photograph of input bus current and MDX output voltage as KOX enable
command is issued (all loads are OH except outgas) — REDUNDANT SIDE
K ' W T
3.10.18.2 Photograph of input bus current and MUX output voltage aa parasitic
enable command is issued (all loads are OS except outgas} — REDUNDANT SIDE'
- •»J*r'-&.X"- '--- -• a..!-._ -.--at- ---• Ji-ai ^ ...g-g^ .. __.n,,^ -I-Jt3f.^ ;^.Jg:-FAL ,^,,T;^ -.-^-ujj^ l^
^•^^fW^W'-li^ T^







ORIGINAL PAGE 13 SL^603
OF POOR QUALITY
aatiTimAST
5.IS.IS.*•- CoUrvoltag* Tsrlp Point "826-1,-827-1 .18.0 £
(OH/OFF) (827-3 for fiOT)
5.10.18.5 Uro ctaya OFF ^ Js .^
5.10.18.6 TTndenroltaga Trip Point 526-1. 327-1 19.0 tl.SOV
(OFF/OH) (S27-3 for BDT)
5.10.18.7 Overvoltage tfip Point S26-1, 327-1 38.0 ± 2V
(S27-3 for Biff)
5.10.18.8 UDT stays OFF






10.4 Performance test - Lon^ Fora
WtOTOFLIGHT N/4 OR FLIGHT
Di-PROCESS QUAL
0 0 7 TEMPERAZfrRE: ^ A/1 5
OR ACCEPTANCE V
_, S/N




















3.55 JJ3.40A b1. 1 **!}. l-l-il*








































































.. .^ . - "."• :f™-— • — '
ROT B
WWEVJ5KKMM0
ORIGINAL PAGE IS ff^'l 0V*/1
OF POOR QUALITY








,.„,. ^^ • ™JSf .„=, — "^SS.,-
IC .2 .9 .2 16 - ouCTUt volr,
1C. 2. 9. 4 96 •*• outset vela
1C.2.;:.1 £H& ES * sutput
. . . . . . _
1














1 2- . 2 . 1 1 . 2 • - 2SV
i
• - - " - ^ ;v^ _ »^OV
.v»--
* . • > . . M
• v ' . ^ . ^^ .* «•<"* «*
•
: C . Z . i e , 2 r.aaloR •
10.2.15.i Analog •*
10.2.16.1 i:«crr=«ch.
i C . I . I* 2 riectrsseoh. ^
10.2.17.1 Cvrjas output
10.3.1 3us voltage
10.3.2 >OC load curreat
10.3.3 5us curreat
10.2.3.: BP£ Vol tage
1C. 3. 3. 3 S?S Current
10.3.3.4 j<UX Currant
ige S26-2, £27-4 </ *
»ge S26-2, S27-3 ^x /
voltage £27-5 *^7 >/
? £27-5 / /
£26-2, S27-7 ^ .
£26-2,-£2T-9 ^ /
(£27-11 far H37) ,r *
£26-2, £27-10 ^ /
(£27-12 f=r STT) . "^
£26-2, £27-10 V /
£26-2, £27-9 / /





£27-5 / ^ -
S27-4 / y
£27-4 ./ ^
f ir £27-6 *~ *
volzage £26-3, £27-7 ^ *
£26-1, £27-1 iT.^i/
(£27-3 for ?±7) 2-^£j/ /4<f) ' </'
£26-3, 527-12 4.130 -D.025A ^/.3/6.tf. ^Hf££"^
£26-1, £27-2
 ?j
(£27-4 far RDT) I ? ' * —-($0)
£26-1, S27-1 n<tOri \ l ~L<[ 01 \f£27-3) ^•i»k/t/ V f- * •" »•
















5.10.3.4.1 Bl 4 output voltage
5.10.3.4.2 Bl 4 output ripple
5.10.3.4.3 Bl - output voltage
5.10.3.4.4 Bl • output ripple
5.10.3.5.1 B2 4 output voltage
5.10.3.5.2 B2 4- output ripple ..
5.10.3.5.3 S2 - output voltage
5.10.3.5.4 32 - output ripple
5.10.3.6.1 33 4 output voltage
5.10.3.6.2 33 4 output ripple
5.10.3.6.3 33 - output voltage
5.10.3.6.4 33 - output ripple
5.10.3.7.1 34 -t- output voltage
5.10.3.7.2 34 4 output ripple
.10.3,7.3 34 - output voltage
.P5.10.2.7.4 £4 - output ripple
5.10.3.8.1 35,7 4 voltage
5.10.3.8.2 35,7 4 ri?p\e
5.10.3.8.3 35,7 - voltage
5.10.3.6.4 B5.7 - ripple
5.10.3.9.1 36 4 voltage
5.10.3.9.2 36 4 ripple
5.10.3.9.3 36 - voltage
5.10.3.!\4 36 - ripple
5.10.3.10.1 SMA Htr 4 voltage
5.10.3.10.2 SKA Rtr 4 ripple
5.10.3.10.3v SMA Htr - voltage
5.10.3.10.4 SMA Htr - ripple
5.10.3.11.1 SMA 47V ? voltage































































































































5.10.402.1 Sand 1 4 volt, talaacry
•5.10.4.7.2 Band 1 -























































10.4 Performance test (continued^
ORIGINAL PAGE IS




5.10.4.7.1 Band 6 •»• volt, teleatry
5.10.4.7.2 Band 6 -
5.10.4.8.1 SMA Htr +
















































SNA Htr + w


















S26-3, S27-11 aV f 10 » Azps
S26-3, S27-12 oV -r 10 - Anps












S26-8. S34-1 aV T 0.5 »


















5.10.5.1.23 Electrraech. load current S26-8, S34-11 s
5.10.5.2.1 Bus power supply voltage S26-1, S27-1
(S27-3 for ROT)
S26-6. S34-3 nV - 0.4C2
S34-4 ai7 — 0.402 • oft •
S34-5 V - 0.1 » Aaps .
S34-6 -aV - 0.402 -•
S34-9 aV ~ 0.5 «•
^ 534-10 aV * 0.5 «
- 0.402








Input current at current limit
Input voltage «t current lisdt
HUX voltage at current limit








• c- •; r p,-(;.j c c = v r ; 5 a f,
' 7 C ! E ^  C '. = r - ".'
n-'E I UP LIT F'OwJEF'= T£?





















Photograph of transients induced on input bus current and SHA +77







5.10.6.2 Photograph of transients induced on input bus current and SMA +77
output voltage as pulse-load on SMA +7V outputs is baing rensoved -
PRIMARY SIDE
:t«i$&sz







 ^ "^ **^ ^^
;
^^ -^  -
;-;":v<^ ^^ -i^ :^r&xvf:-: .^i^ :i














10.4 Performance teat (continued^
. PARA. DESCRIPTION
5.10.6.2 Photograph of transients induced on input bus current and SMA +77





5.10.6.2 Photograph of transients induced on input bus current and SMA +77
output voltage as pulse-load is being renoved-REDUKDANT SIDE
(0.2A) CURRZN7/DIV:
















SMA +7V load current- (S26-8. S34-5
pul&ed
5.10.6.6 Photograph of transients induced on input bus current and SMA +7V load
current as SMA +7V output is being pulse-loadeo-PRIMARY SIDE
5.10.6.3 Input bus current






* Using O.l.@-ehuxrt sod
100 aV/Div ca
5.10.6.6 Photograph of transients inducad on input bus current and SMA +77 load
current as pulse-load is being removed-PRDlAKS SIDE





10.4 P«rform«pc« tcet (eontLBocjjl
gg?^ PAM .^ J sgscsimoa
S 10 6 Photograph of transients Induced on Input bue current and SMA 4- 7?
load current as SMA •*• 7? output IB being puloe loaded - REDUNDANT SIDE






100 nV/Div on acope. F
5 10 6 6 Photograph of transients iniucad on irput bus current and SMA * TV
load current as pulso-load Is removed - REDUHCANT SIDE
. . . - > r . - -
(1A)* SEA CURRENT A>IV: fl
























..1 Input current - run ioae s2o-t,
(S27-4 for HOT)
6.1.2 Input current w/o analog Sane
load
10.8.1.3 Photograph of transiento Induced on input bus current and analog + voltage as
analOR output is enabled • PRIMARY SIDE
•• • • • • - •-• '"'.W~J -""••- '•••'•••' "• ;-J-.!•-;.?•! • .•>•-'•':•"•.""'•".•'."•--.,•''•'-"-^
• • - r" '•••'v*\ww*ji>iiiiiiiSiidQi.;t^ LiL; •• ./t^ -v-^ --./l*i.'.'JJ
l;,;i|":^liljl?®|^l" 81lil3
•^'* «t .^ '^'fe'^ f^s*;5%Sr^ j^^ T:- •^ i^ l^ 't-'^ itl
4---;C-,'''-; ;^^ 5^ U: ^ti'.|^ ?^',-^  •^ •^^•••:--;'lH^:^^ ,^^ 'V^ *^ M,^ M*:^ i
T2V) VOLTACE/DIV; 2. [/
CTOHm/DIV; 2. /
(SOOuS) SWEEP RATE:
5.10.8.1.3 Photograph of transients induced oa Input bus currant and analog + voltage as
analog output is disabled - PRIMARY SOS













' 3 . ID.§.1.2 ?w.ot3gripb of transient* iadueed on lapot boa eurraat cod 4aalog * output
vclr«go te analog output U «o«il*d - EQCSQAE1 SIDE.
CSMSC/5I7:
ci tnzjiar.tj isiuced or izput biu e-urrost aad aaaisg - aurpu;
v r l t i j a o» asalsg o-jtpu: is iisablad - .*L3lfCAS^ S!D£.
" " ' • ' " ' ' ' ' ' " " " ' " ' ' " * • " *
" ' '




10.4 Pcrforganee teat (continued)
ORIGINAL PAGE »S RcvY"
OF POOR QUALITY 18 December 1980






-4.10.8.2.1 Input bus current v/o SMA S26-1, S27-2
j +7V load (S27-4 for ROT)
5.10.8.2.2 Photograph of transients induced on input bus current and" SMA%7V~^utput
voltage as SMA +7V is enabled - PRIMARY SIDE.
--•' i.••'&.' - ~,
''fjr '
•f ^v-fe-^^I^I^i^£^r,^^f^iL.iJ




5.10.8.2.2 Photograph of transients Induced on input bus current and SMA *7V o'utput"1'"'*
voltage as SKA +7V is disabled - PRIMARY SIDE.
'^ - • -^ ";.'-:-••''- ;\>r::.^ iv£S-:.:%«, ''i !>:-^ •:C^
'/•-c /^/ii^^^t^^S^^i^'^^JV^.,^










10.4 Performance eeae (continued)
1ET. PARA. DESCRIPTION
'.10.8.2.2 Photograph of transients induced on input bus current and SMA +7 oacuut




5,10.8.2,2 Photograph of transients induced on input bus current and SMA +7V output
voltage as SMA +7V is disabled - EEDUKDANT SIDE
;
"--v7: i- '••-'! ••" '"•';-* '';-':--' '-•"•,;•-.•"'.*'•".'•.•.".•'•• i ;-;" •" ';J



















. 0.8.2.4 Photograph of transients induced on input bus current and SMA +29V output
voltage as SMA +29V is en&blad - PRIMARY SIDE __




5.10.8.2.4 Photograph of transients induced on input bus current and SMA +29V output
voltage as SMA +29V is disabled - PRIMARY SIDE










10.4 Performance test (continued)
P A R A . D E S C T I P T I O i L
j.10.8.2.4 Photograph of transients induced on input bus current and SMA +29V output
voltage as SMA +29V is enabled - REDUNDANT SIDE _




5.10.8 2.4 Photograph of transients induced on input bus current and SMA -(-29V output




































Photograph of transients induced on input bus current and CDVU output














5.10.8.3.2 Photograph of transients induced on input bus current and CDVU output





j. 10.8.3.2 Photograph as transients induced on input bus current and CDVU output
voltage as CDVU is Qiacbltd - REDUNDANT SIDE




^;';•''*.-•'.':•'••'" "•:--^'f^'~:-\- '-•". " • - - . ' ~\














5.10.9.1 Photograph of turn-off transient of Input bus voltage and input bus current




Photograph of turn-off transient of input bus voltage and input bus current
as bus voltage is reaoved - RZDUXIXaHT SOE
'.' ' ' : , • " ••."---"^"-".'"-•-;."-' 'c "'--iT,,!-?:'.-'<r-'i.t"-'"GV.'~;':'->;'pf5V';.^
-• ,*.:< - .- -•*•&: .-••"•'•.,•> . "5jV'J". '•?'••".$-*-'.''"•••!'•: ^ .r--ii-,- '.'.^t
. ^VJ'K - - ' ; '..- ' • • , • • ••' •-..• .- •• ~r . '£
." .•' - "^T i^r--i±^_ '^>2:r'r''"-"^i'-~«-"^-• •'• •• •''•-'-?.',':*
IV'1"..'?'""'-"^-'- .":••" "•"'Vi;^-*7--l'.-"j' . '-"""^ -"^.ij"^- ';^























Photograph of turn-on transient of bus voltage and current as ON command
t~ 4~~..~.A _ DOTUAOV CTTtr
^Trr* *.-j"-*^*. ••t,&frt ,-f Kif -iTS- :leKii5*OC»A.%..:




Photograph of turn-on transient of bus voltage and current as ON ccraanti
is issued - RIDUNJQANT SIDE
l?^^-'^ ^^^^ i^?:-; £3; &%W^&^%^$^-':3
^;^C:::4^-J^:*-:47-^§;::::"lM^;^.>W-5
' VS* ' "^ '•- •£ ' ~ ~ * ^ ~ •'^ '? % " 1? ' •"-. I-1 . -' ' ••"- ^ -" ' " *^ '^" '-' ? '. ^ * ' " -




"i'-' *'"••*''"" ' - ' ' ?' ' •'














r^ -r^ rr^ asr -^
--( ^- •*-af**-* Mt*ji*r; •
-pi^ l^gt






































Record that HUT turns on.
Input bus current AFTER
it reads — 17A A2JD input
bus voltage reads ~ 21V.




















POSITIONS LIMITS PRIMARY RSmTJANT
S27-2 (S27-4) " 1.27. 3 J
 M/. \U.jf ' Jf.
(S27-4 (S27-2) 3>. *&> Jf. It ^
S27-2 (S27-4)
(Checfaaark) ' _r . ' _
S26-1, 527-2 IT o. E£«,V. /rj/3 «,!/
(S27-4 for RDT) 4 4
4 ' A *
S26-1, S27-1 1%-Dty '^ -V.
(S27-3 for RDT) • - • '
S26-4, S28-2 .' -h'*i2V. ^.¥^7V
(S28-4 for RDT) !
S26-4. S28-2 ... . \$* ' ^SjLLl
(S28-4 for RDT) 4
S26-1, S27-1 _.. 0-^ 3- ty 1.f,l7U ^
(S27-3 for RLT)
S26-1, S27-2 jlf-V/ *E .|Z.3"^<«g
(S27-4 for RDT)
S26-4, S28-2 \0 1$ !/• 3.^ ^ £
(S28-4 for RDT)
S26-1, S27-1 >^££_U <lls— '^
(S27-3 for-RDT> - — - - -
S26-1, S2T-2 flg1.^ »y. ^3/n.lC
(S27-4 for RDT)
S26-4, S28-2 2«£O>^ 2>Wj\L
(S28-4 for RDT)
S26-1, S27-1 1*(.0 '/ q 1%.01'V'
(S27-3 for RDT)
S26-1, S27-2 ^££.4 *l30-<&
(S27-4 for RDT)
S26-4, S28-2 1-° W V. J-£rf_V.
(S28-4 for RDT)
S26-1, S27-1 2-fc£/__U ±£££tf -
(S27-3 for RDT)



















Isput bus cartes i




































































. 1 Saac IT ourput voi:age £26-1,







.6 T 2- 'i t






























































































































Outgfi* • IM output
Sua voltage
5.10.12.2 Input bus current
5.10.12.3 SKA Btr * output voltage
5.10.12.4 I Btr * rtppla
5.10.12.5 I Rtr - voltage
5.10.12.6 SKA Btr - fipplo
5.10.12.7 CDVTJ voltae*
5.10.12.8 CDVO ripple
3.10.12.9 Outgas - »ucput voltage
3.10.12.10 Outgaa - output ripplo


































5.10.12.12 Parasitic output ripple Seen ot> Scope <900 oV pk-pk
2.507















13.2 SMA Htr + output
13.3 SMA Htr -
13.4 CDVU









(lOuS) SWEEP RATE; 1

















5.10.15.1.1 Input current with CDVU S26-1, S27-2
off. (S27-4 for RDT) ~
5.10.15.1.2 Photograph of input bus current and CDVU output voltage aa CDVU load





,10.15.1.2 Photograph of input bus current and CDVU output voltage as CDVO load
is disabled • PRIMARY SIDE
•'*,""**:. ' "V-r ' -*f':•??;•'•:• U'j;ti v(' a.'J '•.;*'•' •>^rv -V^  \y~/ --.'" -.X* .**v ."„.', ti
:^w^ m^ %^^ m^^ .!^
i^^ ^^ :^ ^^ ^^'jv^rvTTT !^^; ^
(2V) VOLTAGE/DIV:__
(200aA) rTTPBFMT/DIVi io







10.4 Performance test (concinucd)
/. PARA. ' DESCRIPTION
5.10.15.1.2 Photograph of input bus current and CDVU output voltage as CDVU load
is enabled - R£Dlt;DANT SIDE
' VOLTAGE/DIV
CDRRENT/DI7;
; / ^ '
5) SWEEP 'RATE :_/*•_£££•
5.10.15.1.2 Photograph of input bus current and CDVU output voltage as CDVU load
is disabled - REDUNDANT SIDE
(2V) VOLTACE/DIV:__/Ji
(200oA) CURRENTIVTV'._2JHL*















5.10.13.2.2 Photograph of Input bus currant and outgae voltaga at oucgaa







5.10.15.2,2 Photograph af input bus current and outgas voltsg« aa outges load
i* disabled - PRIMASY SU5S
.
;;•".'-.f.-::;^ .::; S^^ v -• •-
•^ v^ KSf^ S^ V^ (3V)
(2A) CPRRCTT/DIV: ^- ^.








































SMA Htr +output voltage S26-2, S27-S
SMA Htr +load current 526-8, 534-1
SMA Htr -output voltage 526-2, 527-6
SMA Htr -load current S26-8, 534-2
CS>VJ output voltage S26-3, 527-3
CpVU load current 526-8, 534-10
Parasitic output voltage S26-3, 527-9 (527-10)




((5.10.16.3 x 5.10.16.4.) _£







E"FIC lE^-'C ': = 7-4
: "i ii i^ 7 c 4.








ORIGINAL PAGE IS R*vB
OF POOR QUALITY « December 1980
10.4 Psrfonnance test (continued)
I 5.10.17.1 Photograph of input bus current and iaput bus voltage






5 10 17 1 Photograph of input bos current and input bus voltage










10.4 Performance test (continued^
5.10.17.2 Unit stays off (check) y
Primary Redundant
5.10.17.3 Photograph of input bos current and input bus voltagv




5.10.17.3 Photograph of input bos current and input bus voltage as
as ia enabled - &EDOKDAHT SIDE'
(2V) VOLIAGE/DIV: _
(2A) CURRENT/DIV: _
(lOOaS) SWEEP RATE: lOO+SSC.






5.10.17.4 Photograph of input bus current and Input bus voltage





(IQaS). SHEEP RATE; 1G
9
5.10.17.4 photograph of inpuf. bus current and input bus voltage
' as is disabled - REDUNDANT SIDE
f > . . ?,r^:.--^:r x^'vd';c"^"-^'->;"^i:"•'-'.•--~^TV:^f;...:.v-Vv. • ,v^"i '^-^.f ;;';-• ~&j.&.(''^ .£~:*-*:'-:--.xt
r-^^-j-".-- l^ '^ .;;.v:'/^ -.^  - j^j^ XiiaaL^-y--''/'^ :^ .^^ '--'-'*.j- .^;--'.:•>.•-A«
^S^&^ r^r^ ^
(2A) CURSENT/DIV-
(lOmS) SWE5.P RAXE: Iff













Record that UUT operates (checkmark) .
correctly.
Photograph of input bus current_and MDX output voltage as MGX enable
cosaand is issued (all loads are ON accept outgas) -PRIMARY SIDE'
ft(5V) VOLXAGE/DI7:_
(5A) CURHEflT/Or?; 5" 4.
(2QmS)SWEEP RATE: \U
Photograph of input bua current and parasitic output -Toltaga aa parasitic"










Photograph of laput bus current and MSEC output voltage as HOT enable
coroand is issued (all loads are ON except outgas) — REDUNDANT. SIDE
ir-:. -- ' • - - ' , • - ' • *•'.-- ' - - • ' " • - *"- •; "":->•- . *•>-"-' "^ *..; ' "'Tr''-T?ipi:"-'' ;" ".^•'.'•. v-Ci:J^
*-;: -r • ' ,•. . -- - ' , • . - • • • < • • . - +• v
 f '*-.-;• :\,".^-i --^^L .^«'jl^ jja---^*« :^r^g •«
^vi;r;'.'^ -v^:}-V.i^::c-^£.|^ ^-^^ |^:^VvV.J
*'-,--^i^-:^i
\ '~ ..:• :-.^l^K^:';





(20mS) SWEEP RATE: 10 tn WC.
.10.18.2 Fhotograph of input -us current sno MOS output voltage as parasitic
enable cs=and is issued (all loads are ON except outgas) — HEDUNDAST SIDE"
(5v) Volts/DIv:
(5A) Current/Dtv:











Uudervoltag* Trip Point S26-1, S27-1




















10.4 Performance test • Lone Form y
PROTOFLICUT
EJ-PROCESS
t//4 OR FLIGHT . S/H C/-/T
M/fl . QUAL rf/n OR ACCEPTANCE
































Input bus current S26-1, S27-2
(S27-4 for
redundant)
MUX output voltage S26-3, S27-1 30.0 j<).90V
MDX load current S26-3, S27-12 3.55 ^ p.40A







I*- y / ** 3&22
Section 5.10.2 requires only checking voltage r> indicate -by checkmarks.
• /














































































i i ^  '1 ^ i ^
* 10. 2. ''I "














S. 10.3. 3. 3
5.10.3.3.4
wm WITCH
T& - 0st?ot voitagfi 326-2, S27-4
& + eoraos -wing* S26-2, S27-3





































Outgaa jurpus volcaga S26-3, S27-7
Bus voltage S26-1, S27-1
(S27-3 for R27)
»3X load currant S26-3, S27-12 4. DO -3.0
Su» currrat S26-1, S27-2
(S27-i far 2ST)
3PS 7olcssi S26-1, S27-1
S27-3)
BPS Current S26-1. 527-2
(S27-4)



















25A ^ /. 3 i >./. zy/x^S














































































































































































10.4 gterffftaanea tact fcpatinuad)
_pgSCTIrTIOS- •reffSqS. "g"



























































































































ORIGINAL PAGE fS Rev »
OF POOR QUALITY 18 Decetnber 1980
tft A. Perfoieiauee test (continued) — _~__
Jfnt SWITCH KEASTIREMEKr


















































S28^ ^Lf2_f • ^MBMMB^M^
S26-5, S2«-7 ." „ -
(S27-8 for RDT) %^0^












•12 for RDT) 7.*f//
•«, S2S-1 *U53
•6, S28-2 • -• • tt.ftw
•6, S28-3 - fr.2.?fr
•«, S28-4 "V22£.


















Analog + load current S26-3, S27-11 aV J 10 » Acps /*"•»** a, I/ ^ J^.Q^o














SMA Htr + ^
SMA Htr - load
S26-3, S27-12 oV 4- 10 - Amps 11W fofUjJ^?
S26-7, S34-1 nsV r 0.5 - nA W •** $^2, 6 '2
i
S34-2 i -?/.r/ pfTZW










S34-8 -7£^ (,jj^ i5
S34-9 ?MI fr; aiT
534-10 ~?S£2. pr;^£^
' S34.il | »?4f
 t:(^>7<r-
S26-7, S34-12 -*ti£L (1rJ^l^J>
r S26-8, S34-1 aV T 0.5 - nA fjLf£ btf&>2&































Bui power supply voltage
Bus Input current
S26-0. 334-3 aV 4- 0.402 • B&
S34-4 BV f 0.402 -
S34-5 V f 0.1 •
S34-6 oV f 0.402 « s* ~* $71
S34-9 *V <f 0.5
S34-10 oV -f 0.5 « n4
tromech. load current S26-8, S34-11 oV •? 0.402 • sA
S26-1, S27-1
(S27-3 for RUT)





Input current at current liait
Input voltage at currant limit
MUX voltage at current liait


























+7V output pulsed S26-2, S27-7 7.10 *O.BOV
(S27-8 for RDT) "
Photograph of transients induced on input bua current sod SWA +7V
output voltage aa SHA +7V output is being pulse-loaded-PRIMARY SIDE




Photograph of transieues Induced on input bus current end SH& +7V





. . - - . .













IQ.A Performance teat (continued)
PESCRIPTTOa
5.10.6.2 Photograph of transients Induced on input bus current and SMA +77
oucput voltage as SMA +77 output is being pulse-loaded-SEDUNDAOT SIDE
(0.2A) CURRENT/D1V;
(IV) VOLTACE/DIV;
(200uS) SWEEP RATE r 6c?g L
5.10.6.2 Photograph of transients Induced on input bus current and SMA +77












10.4 P«rformanc« taat feoatimiad)
DVM SWITCH





SMA +7V IK- pulsed







f / ^9 ^ M I/ -• —I I ^ ^ ^*^ Q j^j a ft ** *^ ,«»
y^ ^ ^^^7 .^ I/ ^^
.^ 5"j / ,ej*Tl4(
pulsed
5.10.6.6 Photograph of transients induced on input bus current and SMA +7V load
current as SMA +7V output is being pulse-loaded-PRIMAR* SIDE




100 nV/Div on ecopa
5.10.6.6 Photograph of transients induced on input bus current and SMA +7V.-load
current as pulee-load is being removed-PRIMARY SIDE
TC3*«i**P




;II f.lgiTj!--- -.kr^ .-^ ;
IS-
Sit
V^A^feS '^ f^ g"g ',%J»jP'» -*Ve» JJ.gfC. Mw«V JBjM.<
'•|-^-'%'^ i^f^
^Urfi-jJJ ;^>;ia.,_,.,^ ,St,,j_;L«-^ iju.(i._::! _> i^.--;t>,3f.







10.4 Pagforaaneo taat (eoatlaagdl
5.10.6.6
Photograph of traasiaats Induced oa lapat bus current and SMA + TV
load current as SMA + TV output la beiag |Eile« loaded - SEDUHDAKT SIDE
CUHEENT/DIV:
'(2A) BUS CDSHEHT/DIV:
<200aS) ' SWEEP BATE:
*0aing O.l^a-ahunt aad
100 5s?/Di-e on acope.
. •/

















5.10.7.1 Photograph of reflected input current ripple - PRIMARY SIDE
CURRENT/DI7: Z»i /7- A.C.
ClOuS) SWEEP RATE:
5.10.7.1 Photograph of reflected input current ripple - RSDDNDANT SIDE





.5.10.8.1.1 input curren «-
5 10 8.1.2 lnPut current v/o analog San»
* load














5.10.8.1.3 Photograph of transients induced on input bus current and analog •<> voit&ga ee








OF POOR QUALITY TS 16603
U 8ar«BfrtT I960
5.10.B.I.2 Pliotsgraph of trsaaitint* isdoced ea





5. 10.8.1.3 of rrsiaiar.ts iaducetJ cm iaput !>«« jnsrreat «ai saalog - aucsae
as aaalsg o«c?ur it disabled - SSCJS&JC S22S.
maaas/og
(laS)











5.10.8.2.1 Input bua current Wo SMA S26-1, S27-2
•fTV Io*d (S27-4 for RDT)
5.10.8.2.2 Photograph of transients induced on input bus current and SM&"+7V~l>utput*




. . • . _. . .
5.10.8.2.2 Photograph oE trsnsienta induced on input bua current and SMA 4-7V output"1""''
voltage as SMA +7V is disabled - PRIMARY SIDE.
^^ '^^ ^^^m^j^^^M^M^
(2V) VOLTAl^/DIV:




































Input bus current w/o S26-1, S27-2
SMA +29V load (S27-4 for ROT)
Photograph of transients induced on input bus current and SNA +297 output.
voltage a» SMA..+29V is enabled - PRIMARY SIDE •
•(27)
(0.5.V) : 0.5" A~
SWEE?
5.10.8.2.4 'photograph of transients induced on input bus current and SMA +29V output
voltago as SKA ^297 is disabled - PRIMARY SIDE
(2?) 70LX&GE/DI7:










5.10.8.2.4 Photograph of transients induced on Input bus current and SMA +29V output




5 10 8 2 4 Photograph of tranaient3 induced on input bu, current TncTsMA -^29V output5.10.8.2.^  Pho p










10.4 performance teat (continued)
DESCaPTIOg
*fc»*»B»^ ta—•l**'"^ ^^ —-^ —— . ' -—-... •- - - - .,-.-.„
5 10.8.3.2 Photograph of transients induced on input bos current and CDVO output




5.10.8.3.2 Photograph as transients induced on input bus current and CDVU output




(InS) SWEEP RASE: ^=
-84-







5.10.9.1 Photograph of turn-off transient of input bus voltage and input bua current
aa bus voltage la removed - PRIMARY SIDE
, . v — - . - • --j.- •' < ^  \ •"• .eff^ ffyt,f. -...-•-),•;,.-,,-t-^ ;i, -^•'.*/>•-«*v-131fc'*' V "af^ , "?
.(5?) VOLIAGE/DIV:
(SOOuS) SWEEP RATE:
Photograph of turn-off transient of input bus voltage and input bus currant









10.4 Performance test (continued)
RET. PARA. DESCRIPTION
DVM SWITCH
POSITIONS„_ LIMPS PRIMARY REBUEDAHTT
5.10.9.2
5.10.9.3




Photograph of turn-on transient of bua vcltags and orrrsat sa.QH command
ia issued - PRIMARY SIDE
^Ek^'^ISt^^fcr-alEiaiE^j- (5A). CIJSSEST/DW:.
(lOOsaS) SHEEP R&IEi ..
5.10.9.3 Photograph of turn-on transient of bua voltage and current as OH
is issued - RZDUaDANT SIDE
•™"- "^Meofii^ gftj'1'
••-• if-': -•'^t-A-iJt -iqs-^•-«_-.-iae-j.-siaK , .-•ji- •ioi^i-.-^eiiJdJ^!
.i' .-,{!- f--.-ir\-^rfc-;^f^raf..f.Tjr -..- ar"-T =iF•~^r""-'9ra















5.10.9.4 Photograph of turn-off transient of input bua voltage and current •« OFF
Is isaued - PRUttHT SIDE




5.10.9.4 Photograph of turn-off transient of input bus voltage and currant as OF?
— cotanand is iasuod.-.REDUNDANT SIDE
jr^^rj^ rv-B^^^w^fs^^^ft^^-^^. ."p'-^ -g
•±' -j'-±' ' -.- +$'•'" -"$?•£?""." ?* -• ':. ,fc:.'" ''-i': t •,'; •••- '<! '-^^
VOL1AGE/DIV :(5V)
(5A)






























Record Chat UUT turns on. (Checkmark)
Input bus current AFTER
it reads ~ 17A AXD input
bu* voltage reads ~ 21V.


























































5. 10. 1C. 8
5.10.10.9
5.13.10.10













































































































































rsraaitic ^ ^ 827-f

























































Outgas - IK output
Bus voltage
















Outgae - tutput voltage






































5.10.12.12 Parasitic output ripple Seen on Scope <900 pk.pk
-91-

























Photograph of reflected Input current ripple la outgaa mode — PRIMAKI SIDE
;''•-;*•• ••'u.•*tr' *r"H;"k**-«- - "*- - c**»v**"'""*'T
ClOuS) S«EEP RATS;













5.10.15.1.1 !==-= current with CD7U S26-1, S27-2
off. (S27-4 for RDT)
5.10.15.1.2 Pbrrcgraph of input bos current and C3VT ocrpat voltaga as OJVU ic»d




5.10.15.^ ..* *— .-^.-H" «<• ^ f-^ -~» «--*»=»•- -"» «-"« «•—?at voltage as OJVTI load
Lt diiablad - PRl^JAEY SIDE
% C ' ' - - - - W - ^ ^
-rti_ ^t '-^-fr* Ji*^- •> ™ipr.-Tri r -•—«--^^- --^-f.- «•*•- ;'?•*' r • "_Jt >* '1f1*v~-rrJ^t • •'3**^^
(2V) VOLTACS/DIV:
(200mA)
(2snS) SWEEP RATE: / f*t
-93-





5.10.15.1.2 Photograph of input bus current and CDVU output voltage aa CDVU load




5.10.15.1.2 Photograph of input bus current and QVTJ output voltage as CDVU load
io disabled - REDUJnJAOT SIDE
VOLTACE/DIV: \_
(200mA) CURRENT/DIV: '^














5.10.15.2.1 Input bus current with
outgaa disabled
5.10.15.2.2 Photograph of input bus current and ontgM voltage «a outgaa
io enabled • PRIMARY SIDE
S26-1, S27-2
(S27-4 for BDT)
.--,-„.'";•' ' \\f~- .V --i. , - ''•V-•".*•• *:' - V- *^ -"• —', - ^
•£**£&£\. .*r^ -?r/fex^  ^ Ax-i-jg'^ ?:
'*
r
'Q*viI~ *: ™^ y-7^ '^ '^.; r^~--i"?j?-T""'^ "^^ %,:"^ --'-r*




5.10.15.2.2 Photograph of input bua current and oaE&SS voltage
is disabled - PRIMARY SIDE
ou£»so load
(5V) VOU&G2/DI7 :__£_/__
(2A) CTBBEHT/Diy: /^^ -
SBE2P BATE:
-95-





5.10.15.2.2 Photograph of input bus current and catgan voltage as oatges load
is enabled - REDUNDANT SIDE







5.10.15.2.2 Photograph of input bus current and otstgss voltage sa outgss load






































SMA Htr 4output voltage S26-2, S27-5
SMA Btr -fload current S26-8, S34-1
SMA Htr-output voltage S26-2, S27-6
SMA Btr -load current S26-8, S34-2
CfiVU output voltage S26-3, S27-3
C^ VU load current S26-8, S34-10
Parasitic output voltage S26-3, S27-9 (S27-10)
Parasitic load current S26-8, S34-7
Input power
(5.10.16.1 x 5.10.16.2)
Output pover (Pri^ aryJ (Redundant)
((!>'. 10.16.3 x 5.10.16.4) .
•»• (5.10.16.5 x 5.10.16.6)









. K r 1-! V - •*• = '•• i • •-'
? "•••=• K«TC--= " -f.'i ''
CO ••.':.'= 4 Ji13: "
"
r IE-!:; ,= -;
-91-
fr
10.4 Performance test (continued)
5.10.17.1 photograph of Input bu» current and ispat boa voltage




4,J(7M!i. "g;~r»f-" i--iiP^^ fefe*': • I, . . **. if A. t"^» r*4*'. k*






5.10.17.1 Photograph of input bus current and input bus voltage




 T-T-r^ piF:^  i^ kgc
•L^ J^ MS^ L^ f^^ (5V) VOLXAGE/DIV:
(2A) OIRSEOT/DIV: .
(Imi) SWEEP HAIE: /JH
-OA-
10.4 Performance test (eontinaed^







5.10.17.3 Photograph of input bua cmieuC nzd Input bus voltage




. 5.10.17.3 Photograph of input bus current and input bus voltage os
«s is enabled - BEDUNDANT SIDE' • ••
'•^  i-«• ^ •^ iV-V;.:;, v •:•:*£? :«F--* ii^ l-H





10.4 Performance test (continued)
Rev B
18 December 1980
5.10.17.4 Photograph of input bus current and input bus voltage
as is disabled - PRIMARY SIDE
(2V) VOLI&GE/DIV:
(2A>- CTOBEHT/DIV:
(lOmS). SWEEP KA1E: 16
5.10.17.4 Photograph of input bus current and input bus voltage
' as is disabled - REDUNDANT SIDE
^ < ^ V^" ^^ i^ ll^ W.-'^ ^^
• ;,-.,.- ••:•: /--.^.-^^jk^ « .^^ «:.'lt.-. -;---^
:^r^ :^^v^;^ |^^||^fe ,^ -^ n^r;;iil- i^ f^tf^ ;-^ .; • ^1K
- ^ '*"-• ' •" "• '- ' • -• -i-- " -- -- ---^ "- <. ' - ""* - - " 'E >- .  V, "- ^' V- „  x i" ^-   .  ' - - ".".*<: V „--.."'. 3




10.4 Performance teat ("continued)
DVM SWITCi*
T. PARA. DESCRIPTION POSITIONS...
TS 16603
ORIGINAL PAGE 18 B




Record that UDT operates
correctly.
(checkmark)
Photograph of input bua current and MDX output voltage as MDX enable
outgas) - PRIMARY SIDE
ri '".T -- - - ' *^- •* 5
, •. -y .-' -c ... .?< . . ••-.. -ri-'. ' ^
:> V-v; •--,.-.^ V •>".:.;,;.4?-^
'^S-rf^i
'(5A) OIRR2ST/DIV:«
(20oS) SWEEP RATE: //3 /^
5. 10. 16. rnocograpn or input bua currant and •parasitic "output voltage as parasitic™










• • - • ' v:::-^'-: ^-:-:-V," :^-"f-'2i^'-^-i^-V--;-->^
: • ' • • - ?^:--""-'.' --f•"••-:; •--.« ;•;•'":--.;.;-?'•;.:,;,;•;?*;..;;.:t;^ .;1f?
: ' . . ' - . ' - - ; - r 3' . . ' ; ? " - . - ~!&:-$4.'- -f ;:-'iirj"-:4^- ;>'I- -^'•jd
'' -*j ^  - '•' T--~-- - =» —"-:A -T.. t. trf- ^fg „-*
. . .. -
-•' :
H
 ' -'• ••-.•!'• -•-, !'. •-.-'-:.-,^  i •*5^t-:;-.'T^.-tJ








.10.18.1 Photograph of input bua current and MS output voltage as MOX enable
. command la issued (all loads are ON except outgas) — REDUNDANT SIDE
£ \j fe?^;:fff^T ^ wsf
fi&^^£>*L^i-^,tf'^l4




5.10.18.2 Photograph of input bua current and MD3C output voltage as parasitic
enable command is issued (all loads are ON except outgas) — REDUNDANT SIDE"












5.10.18.4 Dndsrvoltage Trip Point
(ON/OFF)
5.10.18.5 OUT rtay* OFF
5.10.18.6 Dndervoltage Trip Point
(OFF/OH)
5.10.Iff.7 Ov«rvolt*ge Trip Point
5.10.18.8 UOT »t«7« OFF




















10.1 Hecundapt 1ead teat









Open light of 3646388
.Cantiauiry lighc of 3646388
Open light of 3646388
Conciauiry light of 3646388
Open light of 3646388
Continuity light of 3646388
Open light of 3646388
















10.2 Craund isolation 'rest
~7i s^TROTorLicar /V/7^ . OR niGHT r . S/N $#T TrMp^Arraj:
 t
2J-FROCZSS y&'/f . QOAL A/$" . OR ACCEPTANCE £xx^ ^
TESTING ?HA«I: f'/AJ^-U' @$£££&T. fi&(&L> fG D€tJtffi2?f
















D) to J18-4 (H) < 1 C O.Ol/***^'
to J3-31 > 1 art 2.0 $t ~&-~














5.4.1.18 J19-4 (D) to J4-M2


















' to J4-?3 ^




























































































































































































































QUALn!; TS 166C3Rev 3
18 Seceaber 1930
10.2 Grsur.d isolaricc test (continued)
RTF. ?A3A. DESCRIPTION L2il
'
5.4.4.10 J3-C3 to J4-C2 > 50 bC jf ?"£.«*'x-
5.4.4.11 ^ to J4-J2 1 JLSEl^ "^ 1-
5.^.4.12 J3-C3 to J4-M2 > 50 kfl H^L -^**—









to J3-VS > 1 an eO












ts J6-J2 >iso sz *LOQ V"^ *
5.4.5.11 J4-R1 to JA-H2 > 50 k3 2£&_^1"s£%









to --4 :^2 • .
to JA--2
to JA-C2 •







5.4.5.1.9 J3-S5 to J4-M2 > 5 cC g®



















5.4.6.2.9 .-2-75 to J4--2 > 5 afi QO
5.4.7.1.: J3-S1 to J4-A2 > 50 Ki $ ?~^~n-
5.4.7.1.2 ^ to J4-C2 4 ^L^--^-
5.4.7.1.4 J3-S1 to J4-E2 > 50 kT. f^fc-^^
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY





































UOT to J18 & Jl;
*) UUT to
b) UOT T
c)' UUT
d) nrr t/473
Doce
'ester(s)
•65-
